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and other points in now put forth every effort to carry to be done. Santa Fe is the best and territory. He may be assigned to tb
Albuquerque
of his trip to Albuquerque and Las New Mexico and it will hurt the statethe city election tomorrow by a sub- the healthiest place to live in in the fourth district with headquarters at
Las Vegas.. The
of
Cruces, which as the press dispatches hood cause materially as well as the stantial Republican majority at this world.
(Cheers.) Why not make
stated, was a great ovation to the prestige of New Mexico should the moment when the eyes of the Repub- something out of this city? We Judge John R. McFie is to go to the
chief executive. Of course, Governor Democrats carry those towns. Sena- lican members of the House and the should see that its welfare is promot- Senate next week.
Mills hopes for the1 success of the Re- tor Borah in the Senate today inSenate at Washington are turned to- ed and therefore I say again, let's
publican ticket tomorrow and makes quired what had become of the state- ward the Territory now on the work for it. It is for you to do it; DECISION FOR SUGAR
no bones about saying so. He consid- hood report. It developed that the
REFINING COMPANY.
threshold of statehood and that to it is for me to do it!
ered his trip a most pleasant event in report was sent to the public printer elect a Democratic ticket at this time
Handling Taxes.
his life. At Albuquerque, in addition only on last Friday and that the proof when New Mexico is so close to the
U. S. Judge Lacombe Refuses to Pun
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coveted for decades would be ed from the people are
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movement would find no opposition in Hilf,
church library and valuable scientific First Regiment's band aroused the sorry for you. (Applause and laughter) States supreme court, which has been
the Pass City. Governor Mills desires collection was
burned last night The citizens- many of whom followed the It is now necessary to elect a chair- in recess since March 21, resumed its
to thank the people who showed him five
sessions today. A decision in the govhundred
students
and professors band to the brilliantly lighted and red man of the meeting."
so many kindnesses and courtesies on
hall where the oratorical
had a narrow escape.
Otero "I move that ernment suit for the dissolution of the
carpeted
this trip and he returns home imbued
feast was to be spread.
tobacco trust is expected
Mr. Catron be selected chairman."
shortly.
more than ever with the idea of the
DO NOT MISS THIS
was seconded and Mr. Other important cases before the
This
motion
In the hall the band again discour
gireatness of this commonwealth and
MUSICAL TREAT. sed lively music and gave the ora- Catron took the chair amidst deafen court are the Standard Oil dissolution
the high standing of its people.
tors of the evening an inspiration.
ing applause. M. A. Ortiz was elect- case and the test of the constitutionStream Measurement.
Finallv at 8:45 p. m., when Mr. ed secretary, and H. L. Ortiz inter ality of the corporation tax provision
Raton, N. M., April 4.
W. B. Freeman of 'Denver, of the
Editor of the New Mexican: I have Catron opened the meeting there preter.
of the tariff cat.
U. S. Geological Survey, and J. B. met the members of the Le Brun were
Cases of less importance on the calAt 8:55 p. m. Mr. Catron again
prolonged cheers. As he spoke
Stewart, hydrographer for New Mexi- Opera Company here and have heard
and emphatically, every sen- arose, this time as chairman of the endar are the Missouri river rate
slowly
co, went to Buckman's, to measure them render a
magnificent program. tence being translated by H. L. Ortiz meeting. He declared that he could! case, the Minnesota case against the
the flow of the Rib Grande. They will It is a body of artists
and no mistake into Spanish, so that those who were not say much more than he had said Shevlin-Carpente-r
Lumber Company,
also try to install a cable at Embudo about that, and I trust Santa Fe will not familiar with
might get and asked the audience to signify and a suit by the state of Oklahoma
English
from which to suspend an automatic
give them a crowded house as they de- the full benefit of Mr. Catron's re- whom they would like to have address to restrain federal judges from inter
gauge.
serve it and the audience will be well marks,' the audience listened in rapt them. Cries of "Governor Otero! Mr. fering with the enforcement of that
Stocking Bartlett Ranch.
repaid. Yoti cannot say too much for attention. Mr. Catron said in sub- Otero, Otero" were heard and the state's prohibition law.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P. them. I trust Santa Fe which
former governor smilingly bowed and,
usually stance:
Gable received word today from the appreciates a good
Mr. Catron's Speech.
will turn
to the center of the hall, TWO JAPANESE SPIES
thing
advancing
W. H. Bartlett ranch in the Vermejo out en masse to hear the long,
"We meet here tonight, ladies and spoke as follows:
splendid
ARE ORDERED RELEASED.
country of northeastern Colfax coun program they render.
Gov. Otero's Speech.
gentlemen, as iRepublicans to assert
ty that Mr. Bartletfhas placed fifteen
JOHN R.- - M'FIE.
the principles of the Republican party.
"Mir. Chairman, Ladies and Gentleelk on his ranch and has also stocked
In the first place, as citizens of Santa men No one appreciates more than I They Attempted to Purchase Photome streams with 210,000 trout. A
graphs of Fortifications of
Fe, desiring the prosperity of our city do the handicap I have in following
Correoidor.
fish hatchery has been established on
'
for
and county, looking to the future
such a distinguished speaker as Mr.
,the ranch which will supply all the FACTORY
in
existed
have
than
greater things
Catron. (Applause
and laughter.)
streams, of Colfax county with. fish.
Manila, April 4. The two Japanthe past. Every one has, or should And before addressing you I wish to
Game Warden Gable recently visited
have, aR interest in this matter. All ask your kind indulgence and assure ese who were arrested for attempting
the ranch and that part of Colfax
IN A PANIC of you have an interest in the welfare you whatever mistakes I make will be to purchase photographs of the forticounty and is much pleased with the
of this city, of this county, of this mistakes of the head, not heart. fications of Corregidor have been rework that is being done.
Territory.
(More applause.) As regards the pri- leased by order of Secretary of War
The release terminates
Mounted Police Appointed.
Statehood.
maries recently held, I may say that Dickinson.
Under the law of 1909, the terms of Fire in Central Steam Laun- "We are fast drifting to statehood some things went the way we wanted the proceedings.
ail the mounted police, force expired
statehood which will place each and them to and some things did not
dry at Chicago Causes
on April. Governor Mills has re-aevery one of us on a par with the (Laughter.) But ye have heen will'other people of this country, enjoying ing to join together and as Mr. Catron
A CARD TO THE PEOPLE.
Great Excitement
pointed therefore Captain Fred Forn;
statehood (Applause).
off.'Sergeant J. W. Collier and Pri
But,, wniie said, to push the enemy to the rear. X Galisteo, N. M., April 10, 1910.
vates W. E. Dudley of Alamogordo; J
Hon. Frank P. Sturges, Santa
wishing statehood, we desire to have I am as confident we shall elect a
B. Rusk of Chama, J. A. Beal of Dem- - STEAM FILLS. WORKING ROOM our local government pure and up- ticket
Fe.
Tuesday by an overwhelming
ing, and Rafael Gomez of Santa Fe,
My Dear Friend I must conright And we wish that whatever majority as T am standing here, proHe also has given temporary appointwill make this government good and vided, we get together. (Cheers.)
gratulate you upon your nomiments to Page B. Otero of Santa Fe Scores of Women
shall be done. (Applause). It
nation as mayor for the Repubgrand
for
Senator.
Catron
from
Jump
our duty to ratify a
and Apolonio A. Sena of Las Vegas,
lican city ticket, and I hope
is,
therefore,
be
"Little
dissentions
should
pushWindows and a Dozen or
ticket which we believe will do that ed to one side; personalities should
that you will be elected by the
Armory Board Appointments.
More Are Hurt.
very thing and let no voice be raised be obliterated when it comes to party
Governor Mills today announced the
largest majority that any
no hostile hand be put forward, and lines. It is not a question If one likes
other mayor has been elected
National
Guard Armory apfollowing
to one another.
on that ticket, and I am at your
It has been said by
pointments: Santa Fe, Dr. J. A. Mas-siChicago, 111., April 4. A dozen girls no outrageous sentiment uttered,
end.
desired
this
defeat
orders. If I can be of any servsome people I know that 'Otero stands
Dr.
were
Robert Smart;
Albuquerque,
injured, several of them seriousLas Vegas,, Ludwig Ilfeld; Las Cruces ly, in a fire at the Central Steam
"It ds for us, my friends, to say for this one' and 'Oteiro is back of
ice to you, call on me, and I am
or not we shall see this wish that one,' I want to .tell you frankly X' indeed very glad to see that
whether
Isldor Armijo; Roswell, Charles
Laundry today. Several girls jumped answered. It is for us to
the matter has been adjusted
put the and honestly, my friends, Otero stands
and Silver City, S. A.
from the windows and others were into the wheel and to use our for the principles of the Republican
so
shoulders
that there is no split in our
jured in the explosion. Four are In a
to bring about success. It is party! (Cheers.) And there are many
party, as I was for whomsoever
serious condition at the hospital. A ability
was selected in our Republican
for us to get in control of the city people talking about my friend CatSNOW BEGAN FALLING IN
panic was caused by the bursting of a the men who
ought to control it. (Ap ron and I want to tell you I don't X party, and as I congratulate
TUCUMCARI THIS FORENOON. steam pipe in the
mangle room on the plause.)
know a man in New Mexico we would X you upon your nomination, I
second floor. When clouds of steam
therefore. take greater pride in nominating as X hope to congratulate you upon
"Let us do something,
Tucumcari, N. M., April 4. Snow filled the room seven
girls jumped Let us elect this Republican ticket. a candidate for United States Sena- X your election.
began falling here this morning and from the windows.
More than two My friends, .we wish to cast no as tor'
Your Friend,
than Mr. Catron, (Applause) and X
continued most of the day. The mois- hundred
girls were working on the persions on others. We wish, and do
X
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO.
ture is badly needed by the stockmen. second and third floors.'
ask, them all to unite with us; we ask
(Continued on Page Three.)
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Quirinal today. The occasion afforded an opportunity for another exhibition of the admiration of the pub-li- e
for the former president and popular interest in his every movement.
The hour of his reception was known
and crowds greeted him all the way
from the hotel to the royal palace.
The king received Mr. Roosevelt with
the utmost cordiality, and the two.
s
left alone, chatted
of
an hour. At the king's request, Mr.
Roosevelt gave a brief account of his
shooting trip in Africa and later, expressions of friendship on behalf of
their respective countries were exchanged, the Italian sovereign reiterating his admiration for America.
When the time came to say goodbye,
the king invited Mr. Roosevelt to
drive with him tomorrow morning, as
he desired to see and talk with his
From the
alone.
guest
further,
Quirinal Mr. Roosevelt drove to the
Pantheon. Byond its charm, its ancient memories, it is a sacred spot. It
contains the tombs of Raphael, King
Victor Emmanuel II, "The Father of
His Country," and King Humbert. At
the entrance to the temple, Mr. Roosevelt was saluted by veterans of the
wars of Italian independence, who for
30 years have guarded night and day
the tombs of their chiefs. Mr. Roosevelt shook hands with each of the
veterans. Rain was falling, but outside of the Phantheon, a large crowd
gathered and cheered the American as
he left the place.
Incident With the Vatican.
Rome, April 4. The determination
of Mr. Roosevelt to forego an audience with Pope Pius X., rather than
subscribe to conditions imposed by
the Vatican, has created a sensation.
The unfortunate and unexpected incident overshadowed every
other
feature of the distinguished
American's visit to the Eternal City. Mr.
Roosevelt sought the audience of the
pontiff through American Ambassador
Leishman, and received the reply that
the Holy Father would be dlighted
to receive him, but the answer was
coupled with the expression of the
hope that the audience will not be prethree-quarter-

vented by such regrettable incident
as made the audience of former
Fairbanks impossible. Mr.
Roosevelt in turn stated that he could
not accept any stipulation limiting the
freedom of conduct. To the latter
message of the Vatican he made the
answer that the audience could not
take place excepting on the understanding that it be first made known.
To this, Mr. Roosevelt
answered
through Mr. Leishman: "The proposed presentation is of course now im
Mr. Roosevelt insists that
possible."
the incident be treated as purely personal, and earnestly hopes that it will
not give rise to any bitterness. He appreciates the attitude of the Vatican,
but he feels that as a free American
citizen he cannot consistently take
any action that might be construed as
involving the limitation of the freedom of his personal conduct.
Vice-Preside-

King Receives Roosevelt.
Rome, April 4. Cheered by frenzied
day made a triumphal procession
through the streets of Rome which
ended at the Quirinal, where he was
received in audience by the king. The
meeting between the ruler of United
Ttaly and the former president of the
great American republic was marked
by a warm exchange of greetings.
Kermit Roosevelt was present at the
audience with the king, and came In
on his
for hearty congratulations

prowess as a hunter.
This afternoon the queen received
Col .Roosevelt, his wife, son and
daughter. A court dinner will be held
this evening.""
The Fairbanks Incident provoked by
'address in the
the
Methodist church and the consequent
concellation of hip audience with the
pope is too recent to require recapitulation, and, as everyone can easily
understand it has had an influence on
the negotiations f of a settlement of
Col. Roosevelt's plans here.
WTien Mrs. Roosvelt
arrived In
few
a
and
waiting
days
Naples
stayed
for the steamer . which took her to
Egypt. Ambassador Leishman went to
Naples to discuss with her several
questions of ceremonial. and etiquette
regarding the notification in Rome to.
the royal, court in order that an audi- '

.

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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THEY WAIT FOR

Flour

look to the brave young

gate
The faith that faltered and the fire
that fell;
The song that died into a lonely knell.
It is all there the love that went
astray
With bitter cries on that remembered

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
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CALL AJJD SEE FDR YOURSELF

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
8
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Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

C
O. 0JILL

2)

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

Nothing is lost forever that the soul
Cried out for. All is waiting at the
goal.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

Archuleta Convicted Daniel Archuleta was convicted at Socorro of murder in the second degree.
District Court at Santa Rosa District court was to convene today at
Santa Rosa with Judge A. W. Cooley
on the bench.
Roswell Now Has Two Daily Papers
The Daily Democrat has been
launched at Roswell, giving that city
two daily Democratic papers.
New Mexico's Wholesale
Grocers'
Association The New Mexico Wholesale Grocers' Association met at AlbuSanta Fe was represented
querque.
by S. G. Cartwright.
Back Wil
Brady Brought Them
liam S. Bradv writes from Lincoln
that the prisoner reported to have es
caped from the chain gang did not get
very far before the doughty Mr. Brady
brought him back, a lesson to the other
prisoners that it does not. pay to try
to run away from him. The prisoner
made his dash for liberty at 8:30 in
the morning and took to the hills with
Mr. Brady after him and by 7:30 in
the evening he was again in Brady's
custody.

X3fiSC3ES6SSS3SS3S6 Denver, Colo., April 4. Forecast for New Mexico: Fair to- night with colder weather in
south portion and heavy frost.
The weather Tuesday will be

Every garment made to

ANOTHER CHANGE IN
EL PASO CUSTOMS HOUSE.
Clerks Are Moved Up the Scale and
Several New Mexico Men are
Taken Care of.
El Paso, Texas, April 4. Another
shift in the customs service, the second one within the past six months,
has been made by Collector A. L.
Sharpe. L. O. Howell, statistical clerk
at the custom house, has been proof cashier,
moted to the position
which was made vacant by the dismissal of Cashier Mort C. McKinney.
J. F. Farnsworth, now liquidating
clerk, has been advanced to the place
vacated by Mr. Howell as statistical
clerk.
W.
O.
assistant ore
Howley,
sampler at the smelter, becomes the
liquidating clerk at the custom house,
and Robert R. Miller, now an inspector at the joint warehouse, takes his
place as assistant ore sampler. George
Schick, inspector at te bridge, has
been assigned to duty as inspector at
the joint warehouse, and Fletcher E.
Maxwell has been ordered transferred
from San Marcial, N. M., to El Paso
as bridge inspector.
Thomas FF. Jonah, stationed at the
bridge as inspector, has been trans
ferred to San Marcial, and Peyton G.
Xewlon of Deming, X. M., has been
appointed as a bridge inspector.

eeds Seeds

CHOICE UTAH ALFALFA SEED 25c. per lb.
ASSORTMENT OF FLOWER
SEEDS, ALLKINDS OF VEGETABLE SEEDS
ALL FRESH SEEDS.
AND ONION bETS,
A COMPLETE
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Personal Attention
OFFICE
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100

FRAMING TASTEFULLY
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DUfJ

DONE.

SATISFACTORILY

CARUSO IN CHICAGO.
Chicago, April 4. During the four
weeks beginning tonight the Windy
City will revel in a songfest of grand
opera, in "which some of the world's
greatest operatic stars will appear.
"La Oioconda" is the opening bill, and
Caruso, the famous tenor, is expected
to sing.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All hinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

REWARD. $100.
The readers of this paper will be
pleased to learn that there is at least
one dreaded disease that science has
been able to cure in all its stages,
and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh
Cure is the only positive cure now
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease,
$100

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Hour, Hay,

LEO HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt and

Ms

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
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Right Price
Right Goods
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J1WELRY

fin Class. China anrf Qiluanui

345 San Francisco St.

Eyas Tested and

Fitted by
Oate Methods
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SANTA FE,
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requires a constitutional treatment.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
thereby destroying the foundation of
the disease, and giving the patient
strength by building up the constitution and assisting nature in doing its
work. The proprietors have so much
faith in its curative powers that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for any
case that it fails to cure. Send for
list of testimonials.
Address
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
.

N. M.

Ladies Garments SK

a new one.

tender dreams you saw

depart,

No. 40

is

that were so needed by the

e ' And heart,
all the

Co.
inter
Grocery
W

iSS

Model A67

Suits, Skirts, Jackets, Capes,
Auto Coats, Rain Coats, Riding
Habits and One Piece Dresses.

day ;
The joys

WE GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES
WITH

F:

COMPANY

!

Look to the Future! All is there in
wait,
All that you fought for by the broken

Bobolink

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa

SELIG1N BROS.

tears

years

Incorporated 1903.

YOU.

(By Edwin Markham.)
Look not, O friends, with unavailing
Into the Past

APRIL 4, 1910.
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Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

Measure of the cloth and in
the style selected and a
FIT GUARANTEED
i

fair.

iC

X X X

Great Sand Storm
Yesterday A
great stand storm visited Santa Fe
last night and it was followed by
chilling winds which sent the shivers
down one's spinal column. There was
what the weather observers call a "seobvere freeze," but no frost
served this morning. The maximum
yesterday was 61 degrees
and the minimum 29 degrees. The
average relative humidity for the day
was 20 per cent. The lowest temperature last night was 23 degrees and at
C o'clock
this morning it was 24 deA
year ago today the maxi
grees.
mum was 59 and the minimum 44 de-- (
grees, with 23 per cent of sunshine.
There was a sand storm and the day
j
was very disagreeable.
Lectures at Elks' Theater Tomorrow!
Miss Madeline Vance of the Antoi-- j
nette LeBrun Grand Opera Company, j
who has made an extensive study of j
the women of different countries in
her travels around the globe, will
speak on the subject, "The Women of j
at
All Nations and their Influence,
the Elks' theater at 2:30 o'clock tomorrow, Tuesday afternoon'. Mine. LeBrun will also deliver an address her
subject being "Why Oprea Should Be
Sung in the Vernacular." The lectures
will be free and every one is inivited
to attend it.
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FOR CREATION OF
ANOTHER LAND

DISTRICT.

Delegate Andrews Introduces Important Measure in the House to
Help Out Gem City.
Delegate Andrews

has

introduced

the following bill:
Be it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the United States of American in Congress assembled, That an additional land district is hereby created in the Territory of New Mexico, to embrace lands
described as follows: Beginning at a
point on the fourth standard parallel
north where said parallel is intersected by the range line between
ranges four and five east of the New
Mexico principal
meridian; thence
west along said fourth standard parallel to a point where said parallel intersects the western boundary line of
the Territory of New Mexico; thence
south along said western boundary to
a point where said boundary is intersected by the second parallel south;
thence east along said second standard parallel to a point where said
second standard parallel is intersected by the range line between ranges
four and five east of New Mexico principal meridian; thence north along
said range line to the place of beginning; and that Socorro, within said
district, is hereby designated as the
site for the land office thereof.
Sec. 2. That the secretary of the interior shall cause all plats and maps,
records and papers in the Las Cruces
and Santa Fe land office which relate
to or form a necessary part of the record of the lands embraced in the land
district hereby created to be transferred to the same, and said district
created as aforesaid shall be known
as the "Socorro land district."
Sec. 3. That the President is authorized to appoint, by and with the
consent of the Senate, a person to act
as register and also a person to act
as receiver of the aforesaid Socorro
land district, and that such clerical
force as may be necessary shall be assigned to the said Socorro land office
by the secretary of the interior.
If you want anything on eartn try
a New Mexican Want Ad,

rope, twine;

For the best tools that will hold their edge, come to us
For the best finishing hardware that will 'last and be
come to us,
IBriLUKits:
"When you want anything in hardware, come to the
stoi'3 that has made its good reputation by selling only good goods.
A FT'TjTj UNE of good hose lawn
sprinklers and nozzles,
CARPENTERS:

orna-buildin-

ha9TareCo!S We have it.

Hardware
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AND RETAIL
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Steam Coal.

Smithing Coal.
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Telephone 85

Unsurpassed Chocolates

boras

Made in New Mexico.

FRESH STOCK JUST RECEIVED
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FISCHER DRUB COMPANY
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THE SANTA FE ABSTRACT,
REALTY & INSURANCE AGENCY
(INCORPORATED)
Room
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Catron Block, Santa, Fe, N.
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M.

REAL ESTATE and INSURANCE business
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ipU,UUU.UU at low rate of interest

Where else on the face of the Globe you find better Drugs than
those carried by us, our equipment together with experience and
integrity of purpose makes it possible for us to prepare medicines
of a quality unsurpassed by any other Drug Store and which will be
delivered to your door at prices no higher than those charged by others.
PHARMACY

ZOOK'S

"Quality Before Price.

J
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No
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REPUBLICANS MUST CARRY CITY strong for Mr. Sturgfe-- I fell into line
TO HELP STATEHOOD CAUSE. and am us enthusiastic as anyone to
see him elected.
New Mexico Military Institute '
(Prolonged
The symptoms of kidney trouble are
so unmistakable that they leave no
(Continued From Page One.)
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"There is no reason why a Republiground for doubt. Sick kidneys
West Point of tht Southwt."
The
a thick, cloudy, offensive urine, I would turn to my friends and urge can should not vote for Mr. Sturges,
Officers
Detailed by War Department
Army
full of sediment, irregular of passage them to vote for him. Mr. Catron is because he is the choice of the party.
has
or attended by a sensation of scald- old in the harness and Mr. Catron
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASd
The Republican party believes that
"A."
ing. The back aches constantly, head- been one of the best wheel horses of the majority should rule. A majority
aches and dizzy spells may occur the Republican party. But I am not of the people of four wards, in the
Through Academic course, preparing young
and the victim is often weighed down here to throw bouquets at Mr. Catron Republican convention, have declared
men for college or for business life. Great
but 1 told you what I thought about for Mr. Sturges and there is nothing
by a feeling of langour and fatigue.
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
for a Republican to do but to vote for
Neglect these warnings and there is
of any Military School in the Union. Located
him.
Race Issue.
danger of dropsy. Bright's disease;
oo the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
or diabetes. Any one of these symp"Now in regard to this race issue.
Nothing can be said against Mr.
spot of the West at ao e'evation of 3,700
toms is warning
enough to begin I am a Mexican myself, and I am Sturges and all can be said for Mr.
feet above sea level, sunshine everv day, but
once.
if
And
the
at
Delay proud of it. (Applause.)
any Sturges."
kidneys
(Applause.)
treating
Ittie rain or snow during session.
often proves fatal.
The Party is Bigger.
one says that I do not stand for the
Eleven Officers and Instructors, all graduYou can use no better remedy than native people of this Territory, that
Colonel Prichard touched on' a
Doan's Kidney Pills. Here's Santa person is a falsifier. When they bring most interesting subject alluding to
eastern colleges. Ten
from stardard
ates
Black Duck. Minn. "About a year
two
are
Fe proof:
there
action
race
that
the
of
a
this
former
issue,
Republican ago 1 wrote you that I was sick and
up
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
He said of
could not do any ot
Hyman Lowitzkl, 115 Guadalupe sides, one American and one New who bolted the party.
edjand modern Ip all respects,
my housework. My
Street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I Mexican, I ask this question: 'Who those who leave a party, disgruntled
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
sickness was called
can recommend Doan's Kidney Pills, are the Americans of New Mexico but and joining another party: "No man
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
lietrollexion. When
can be greater than his part-- . Some
as they have been used by myself the native people?'
1
down
would
sit
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and WJ
I
more
those
with
are
American
"We
than
m
have tried it but have always failed.
and other members of
yfamily
as
not
if
felt
could
I
A
FIdUv
.;
r
,' mW
splendid results. The value of Doan's who come here from the outside. We once had a great president of the
I
took
up.
get
For
in
is
a
true
man
particulars and Illustrated catalogue
When
this
isn't
he
be
to
who
for
United
undertook
States
says
relieving pain
Kidney Pills
Lydia E. Pinkham's
address.
Comthe back and other kidney difficul- a demagogue, appealing to the peo- bigger than his party I refer to AnVegetable
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON.
ties has been thoroughly proven to ple to gain their support by intrigue. drew Johnson and there have been
pound and did just
as you told nie and
votes
the
me. I take pleasure in making ,
others who have tried it and not one
Superintendent.
Tney appeal to you to get your
now I am perfectly
merit of this remedy known to other and they will desert you later on. I of them succeeded and never can suc
cured, and have a
want to say right here to the natives ceed. The biggest Republican, or the
kidney sufferers."
bier
boy."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 of this town and county and of the biggest Democrat, is only an atom of Mrs. Anna Anderson, baby
Uox 19, Ulaek
Buffalo, Territory, beware of those people the party of which he is a member Duck, Minn.
Co.,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United who would put up this race issue. The and when he is dead and gone, the Re j
Lonsiaer Tins Anvice.
States.
talkers of race issue are the worst publican and the Democratic great or- o woman should submit to a surgiRemember the name Doan's and enemies in the Territory.
ganizations will go on just, the same. cal operation, which may mean death,
These celebrated. Hot Springs are the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
"The Republican party at this par- (Applause.)
until she has given Lydia E. Pinkham's
take no other.
world. The efficiency of these waters
When a Republican or a Democrat Vegetable Compound, made exclusive- - located in the midsf of the Ancient has been
ticular time is in evidence on that
tested by the
Cliff Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
miles west miraculous throughly
statehood bill. I do not believe that throws down the gauntlet to his W "oni roots ana Herbs, a tair trial,
cures attested to in the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
a
This
medicine
women
famous
for
we should let party lines defeat
of Taos and fifty miles north of Santa
party, defies it, refuses to endorse its
diseases: Paralysis, RheuSmall Holding Claim No. 1421.
measure like that. The Republican principles: when he goes off pouting has for thirty years proved to be the Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- following
matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright's
Serial 012531. Pecos Forest Not party is the only party that will ever alone, no one is hurt but himself. The most valuable tonic and invigorator of
Rio
Denver
on
and
the
Disease
of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
residStation,
women
female
the
Land.
Coal
give statehood to New Mexico and Republican organization goes on just ing Jn almostorganism,dt aml town ,n Grande Railroad, from which point a and Mercurial
Affections.
Scrofula,
let
Dou't
it!
Department of the Interior.
the same.
(Cheers.)
you know
(Prolonged
applause.) the United States bear willing testi- - daily line of stage runs to the springs. Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female ComO.iice.
Land
United States
that party be handicapped in its laud- There is nothing to be accomplished mony to the wonderful virtue of Lydia The
temperature of these waters is plaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathSanta Fe, N. M., Man Si 5, 19110.
able and most just work by a few talk- by being 'mulish' about such matters. E. I'lnkham's Vegetable Compound.
90 to 122 degrees. The gases are ing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
from
folthe
that
is
Notice
hereby given
ers, a few howlers. Stick close to (Laughter.) If you can't have your It cures female ills, and creates radilowing named claimant has filed no- your lines and I believe you will have way every time, there is no reason ant, buoyant female health. If you carbonic. Altitude 6.000 feet. Climate per month. Stage meets Denver
tice of his intention to make final a sufficient number of intelligent Dem- why you should disassociate yourself are ill, for your own sake as well as very dry and delightful the entire trains and waits for Santa Fe train,
those you love, give it a tnai.
year round. There is now a commod- upon request. This resort Is attracproof in support of his claim under ocratic voters with you to vote down with the party. There is, however, all
Mrs.
at
ious hotel for the convenience of in- tive at all seasons and is open all
Mass.,
Lynn,
Pinkham,
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March any opposition.
the stronger (reason why you should invites
to
women
sick
write
all
valids and tourists. People suffering winter.
amenunn
for Ojo Caliente
3, 1891 (26 Stats., So4), as
Lauds Mr. Sturges.
go into the party and fight with it.
advice is free, from consumption, cancer and other can leavePassengers
Her
advice.
for
her
1893
(27
Fe
21,
at 9 a. m. and
Santa
of
act
j
was
the
February
Refers to a Bolter.
by
"Now, then, Mr. Sturges, (there
and always belpful
contagious diseases, are not accepted. reach Ojo Caliente at 5 p. m., the
"I understand that the other evenStats., 470), and that said prooi win ap,iause at the mention of the name
be made before Register and Receiver f th Republican candidate for may- - ing one of our Republican members was heeded. Mr. Gallegos then deliv- These wfers contain 1,626.24 grains same day. For further particulars
at Santa Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910, or who sat in the hall), is the nomi went into a Democratic meeting and ered an eloquent speech touching on of alkaline salts to the eallon, being address:
viz: Mariano Quintana, heir of Isidro nee for mayor.
I have talked with made a half hour's speech to the Dem-;t.h- e
needs of the hour and time and
Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for the W Mr. Sturges today and I know he will ocratic voters. I have been in political again his appeals were punctuated by
NE
Sec. 28, NE
NW
be the next mayor of Santa Fe. (Ap- life many more years than I am go-- ; applause.
Taos. County N M
Ojo
SE 4 of Sec. .20, T. plause.) He has made no promises I ing to tell you and I have never in
Sec. 29, SE
Davies.
Attorney
16 N., R. 13 E.. N. M. P. M., contain- have that straight from his lips, and dulged in any personalities but I am
Attorney Davies was then called
I want to tell you, in all earnestness, going to say that a Republican who
ing 160 acres.
to address the meeting. He said
He names the following witnesses right here, that if elected mayor, Mr. goes into a Democratic meeting and in part: "You have heard sufficient
adto prove his actual continuous
Sturges will in truth be mayor of makes a half hour speech, will never now to make you all Republicans. The
verse possession of said tract for Santa Fe. (Prolonged cheers.) 1 survive that speech. (Laughter and 'main object of this meeting has been
twenty years next preceding the sur- said that Mr. Sturges has made no cheers.) It will kill him (More cheers) served in telling you to support the
vey of the township, viz.:
promises, but I want to correct that. When he ploughs with a Democratic ticket. One sentiment expressed here
Cleofes Garcia, Calletano Garcia, of He has made one promise and that is heifer he has gone into their camp, j tonight has struck me forcibly and
Rowe, N. M.; Vicente Quintana and in regard to the police. He said to (Laughter.) A Republican going into appeals to me as being very good,
Antonio Roibal, of Pecos. N. M.
me: 'Mr. Otero, the only promise I a Democratic meeting and listening to It is that of consistency. Consistency,
Any person who desires to protest have made Is that I'll appoint police- tne speeches and then making ajmy friends, has been called by the
against the allowance of said proof, men who will do their duty.' "
speech himself will go out of that poet a 'gem' and a gem it is, indeed.
TO
or who knows of any substantial reaThis sally about the police brought meeting with more Democratic virus Yet, some persons have lost sight of
son under the laws and regulations of down the house. Concluding, former viauguLerj on mm tnan ne can get rm the fact that consistency is a gem.
the Interior Department why such Governor Otero said that he would of in his life time. It will contami
Mr. Davies then went over the rea
sons of party (regularity and declared
proof should not be allowed will bed yield the floor to "the orator of the nate him for good. (Laughter.)
Democrats Duq a Pit,
evening," his friend, Colonel Prichard.
given an opportunity at the
that "the tail cannot wag the dog,"
e
time and place to
"But what was the meaning of all; and that one disgruntled man has no Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Then there was more cheering as
rgo
the witnesses of said claimant Colonel Prichard arose and began his this? Why, simply, the Democrats right to ask the party to accep him,
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of address in his usual Impressive styie. dug a pit and invited that Republican insead of the party.
down
that submitted by claimant.
there
the
and
fell
Mr. Davies was followed by AttorMONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Col. Prichard's Address.
Republican
MANUEL R. OTERO,
into the pit." (Applause.)
ney R. H. Hanna who made what the
He said in substance:
the United States. Canada. Mesico
Colonel Prichard then told the story boys declared a "cracker-jack- "
Register.
"Ladies and Gentlemen After the
speech. Payable Throughout
toof the two Irishmen working in a His straightforward talk hit home
and all Foreign Countries.
interesting addreses heard here
night there is little for me to say. I stone quarry. One of the Irishmen 'and was listened to with the liveliest
REMITTANCES SENT BY
may say this in my own behalf that I fell into a hole and the other called interest, the annlause comine at fre- down
to
him:
if
a
not
dead
should
have
intervals.
"Mike,
good
believe the city
quent
yer'e
administration and in saying this I or speechless tell me how you are,"
cast no reflection on the former ad- and then Mike answered: "I am both FIFTY THOUSAND CLEANED
UP WESTERN CITY.
ministration. There are many rea- dead and speechless." The colonel
sons why a good ticket should be then said: "And I want to tell vou
uiai me ienow wno tell into that Dem- - Suokane. Wash., April 4. C. HerBasket leaves Monday Tuesday elected at this time, above all others.
20 ocratic pit is both 'dead and speech- - bert Moore, former mavor of Snokane.
was
it
not
what
Fe
is
Santa
today
Returns Thursday and Friday. years ago, or 15 years ago. Indeed it less.' (Laughter.)
AGENCY at O. K Barber Shop is not what it was even 5 years ago. "Why the Democrats would never 150,000 Club, says that more than
him if he were not dead and 000 men, women and children parti-whe- n
Within the last two years the city has
Mrs. F O. BROWN Asent
the next election will come he'll j
and the growth
moved
vary
rapidly
cipated in the work of the City Beau- Phone No 23 Red
has 'been a healthy one. Now, it is uo kpewurn lAppiause.
Ufnl committee the first four days of
xl i ct very surprising tning to me
but right and natural that we desire
week," beginning March 28.
"cleaning
to keep pace with the situation. There Lnau a, man cuma ue so snortsigntea The municipality took care of the bus
have been times in the history of the as to throw away his opportunities iness thoroughfares, the residents de
city when it didn't matter much who and destroy his prospects. At this voting their energies to their own
was elected rnayoc But that time has particular time in Santa Fe and in lawns and back yards, also assisting
the Territory we cannot afford to
passed.
others in beautifying the vacant lots
in
of
in
"As Mr. Catron has ably said, we have dissentions. Of all the times and grass plots in their blocks. Mayor
we
should
now
stand
to
shoulder
of
threshold
are approaching the
Nelson S .Pratt has set aside two
statehood and as a state we shall have shoulder as we are about to enter days for bonfires at which the debris
the
great gate of statehood. (Cheers.) not taken to the
The
a rapid and healthy growth.
city incinerating
RIGHT.
people, then, want an administration
e
under the' dt
wi"
destroyed
'on
much
"My
friends,
depends
sani
look
will
after
here that
proper
election Tuesday.
Not only a good
tation, efficient police protection and
pils in the public schools will devote
Don Caspar Avenue
all those particulars that a city should city administration, sanitary regula several hours daily the latter part of
have in order to build up. But, in tions and a well drilled police force nexl weeK 10 P""""& S'aBS
uw- order to get this boon, it is necessary and an economical handling of the er seeds and setting trees and shrubs,
to have at the helm a man who will city's moneys; but probably we shall The
YOUR CALL FOR A CARRIAGE
campaign to clean the city this
in the work. (Applause.) soon have a great convention in this
will be promptly answered whenever put his aheart
spring is declared to have been the
"For while I was rather disposed city and in this very hall and shall
.
Ter-it
mst successful in tne nistory 01 &po- be
to
said
the
of
you choose to make it. If you want to ignore
this
people
At first, I was
to catch a very early train or meet a, inclined to politics.
that at the Territory's capital Kane, wnere tne pian onginaiea iuiu
the belief that some busi- ritory
we
are
going to have a Democrat turn years ago.
very late one you can have a rig
LACES & EMBR01PEB1ES
ness man should be selected mayor
FROM THIS LIVERY STABLE.
out
to
us
these
Let
greet
legislaors?
rewithout
of
Santa
of the city
Fe,
PRIESTS TO SING.
Just say what you want and when
to politics. And I thought we have a Republican turn out for the
gard
will
service
our
not
will
we
and
And
do
if
and where,
livery
give.
would act wisely in selecting some prestige it
have just received our new Stock of this
New York, April 4. More than a
be at your command. You couldn't good man on whom the Republicans do our duty now, what about the fall
Greek
church,
of
the
hundred
owned
the
the
SPRING and SUMMER 1910 Embroidin
is
election?
the
if
last
priests
It
time
biggest and Democrats could agree. But it
have better
you
nrivate stable" you know of. And at a seems others did not take that view world that we should disconnect our- clad in the golden robes of their order,
eries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
mere fraction of a private stable's ex-- 1 and n()w lt hag re&olved itself down selves from the Republican organiza will sing Russian religious music at
during this month only. All new patterns and
tion. This matter strikes me as be a concert at the Waldorf this evening
Pense- to a question of political lines.
Chris- Russian
the
benefit
of
We
a
for
the
matter,
very important
designs.
"r naturally as a Republican attend- ing
WTTTTAMQ
PITUP
Home. The building
PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM
Ill JLlJJ In HI 0
ed one of the primaries and a conven- - should carry the election Tuesday. tion Immigrants'
from
was erected by money obtained
depends on it.
Everything
so
found
sentiment
139
I
Red.
the
mn
can
St.
tion
and
'Phone
rranrlsr.n
W1W wui.
"Don't vote somply for Sturges be- the czar through the efforts of Arcncause he is a Republican, but because bishop Platon, of the Russian Greek
he will give you a good administra- - Church of America, but funds are
tion and one of which he and you may needed to support it,
feel justly proud. I thank you for
&
The Russian embassay, headed by
your kind attention."
the Baron and Baroness Rosen, will
Mr. Gallegos Speaks.
attend the concert. The entertainment
FRENCH DRY AND STEAM CLEANING
Prolonged applause greeted Colonel js tne nrst of the kind ever given in
Prichard as he took his seat and America.
Chairman Catron stated that as the
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance Company
assistant superintendent of educaTO AND FPOM ROSWEUL.
WE ALSO CLEAN G0WNS,0PERA
WE CLEAN, PRESS AND REPAIR
made
Automobile
him
he
in
hall
wita
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tion was
Denver Colorado.
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Rosfor
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leaves
not
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he
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Automobile
that
think
adding
TIES, PARASOLS, ETC.
0LQ HATS MADE NEW.
able to have his remarks interpreted. well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
Mr. Catron said that Mr. Gallegos is at 12. noon. Automobile leaves Ros- PRICES REASONABLE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED, j
"a man of education and eloquence" well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and
added that those who did not un- - rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The
IE
derstand Spanish should feel pleasure fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
r S BERGERE,
New
at hearing even the sound of the Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
N,
East
M,
auto-onPlaza:
Side
tanta
Catron Block
Red.
on
132
no
seats
Roswell $10. Reserve
Phone
speaker voice. He asked that
leave the hall and the request mobile by wire. J. W. StockardJ
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1-- 4

1--

Calient.

1--

Proorietor.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

I

J

General Express Forwarders

All

above-mentione-

Parts of the World.

Ft

cross-examin-

HPEK1AL LAUNDRY

TELEGRAPH.

;

J. D. BARNES. Aoent

For Best Laundry Work

LIVERY

j

j

50,-ha-

BlTi

IS Lis

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

'Phone 9

When
Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers Furnished
Livery
RATES

this'P1'

CHAS. CLOSSO

SPECIAL
SALE

SPECIAL
SALE

IAe

I moll'll

"

"

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS CO

-

I

PARISIAN CLENINQ

DYE WORKS

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

ar-an- d

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
Manager for

e

V

F,

Mexico.

The Republican ticket stands for
Every unprejudiced observer and
ac
good government, for the square deal
student of local affairs will
for everybody.
administrathe
that
knowledge
city
tion under Jose D. Sena was the best
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
that Santa Fe has had thus far. With
Frank P. Sturges will make the
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
a
revenue
he
limited
accomplishbest
Vice
mayor Santa Fe has ever had.
President.
very
i
Editor and President.
':
ed many improvements and the miles
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasureof sidewalks that have been laid will
A vote for the Republican ticket
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
is a vote for your home city.
always remind the citziens that Sena
was a progressive mayor. He devoted
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months, by mail ....$3.75
much time personally to the city gov
25
A vote for Sturges is a boost for
1y per week by carrier
2.00 ernment
per
Weekly,
year
and while he received few S;inta Fe.
75
ally, per month, Ly carrier
1.00 thanks from the taxpayers he can be
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, iy mail
75 conscious of having done his duty as
7.00
mail
Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year,; by
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
an official and as a public spirited cit
Connection made wltn Automobile
izen.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
dally,
line at Torrance for Roswell
A man who brags that he is going Automobile leaves Torrance for RobThe New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing c'rculatt) i to deliver an entire ward to the oppo- well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
sition is either a braggardor the peoamong the intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.
noon. Automobile leaves Ros
ple of his ward are small enough, to at 12.
for
well
Torrance at 1 p. m. and ar
Xo true
go into his vest pocket.
at
Torrance at 10 p. m. The
rives
American
will
citizen
another
permit
uNioN(jfeLAsa.'r
to sa unchallenged that he will de fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
liver his vote to the opposition party Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10. . Reserve seats on auto
President Andrew Johnson thought
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
So
The Xew Mexican has refused
was greater than the Republican
in
in
or
REPUBLICAN TICKET !he
any
indulge
any
party and left it with the idea of de nprsnnnl nttapka billingsgate
in tlita nuiniinnl mm- d
ed
Andrew
Johnson
.
it.
stfoynig
the fact flf
unwept, unsung and a stigma 1S st" the Republicans putting up a first class
attached, to., his name. Other great business ticket nas resillted jn the
men have kicked the, graces 8 and SDemocrats putting in the best ni?n
MONDAY APRIL 4th.
sought to ruin the party to which they jthey had and nQ mattetr whicn way
owed office,
emoluments,
standing, !the battle turn9 ,Santa Fe wiJ1 be the
OPERA SUNG IN
GRAND
and they all went down, though they gainer by the Republicans taking the
ENGLISH
spent money, time, energy, talent and initiative in nominating a business
even won a temporary victory at first, ticket.
Neither Republican nor Democrats
The man who raises the race
have any use for Benedict Arnolds
at any time is the enemy of his
and it' has never been the custom in
any country to honor traitors. It is people. He ought to be scourged to
different with a man who leaves his the bone and driven out of the comparty for the sake of principle and al- munity for he w ill be the cause of reand
lies himself honestly and openly with taliation that will bring grief to his
the opposition, without claiming to be own.
Company of Grand Open Artists
still a Republican or a Democrat when
Whatever you may say about Alder- Appearing in Scenes and Acts From the
he is acting with and working for the
operas
other party. That is his privilege and man R. L. Baca he has always boostFor Mayor,
FRANK P. STURGES.
the privilege of every American citi- ed for Santa Fe. If Santa Fe wanted '"Martha" and "El Trovatore'
zen. The same way with a man who anything in the legislature R. L,. Baca
For City Clerk.
cannot conscientiously vote for every was Johnny on the Spot; his record MUSICAL EVENT OF THE SEASON
JOSEPH COXKLIX.
man on his ticket. He is not neces- in the city council is clean; he always
Here those dear old favorites:
sarily a mugwump or a traitor, be- has an eye for the welfare of his
"The
Last Rose of Summer."
For City Treasurer,
cause he scratches his ticket, but home town. He probably put in more
The Famous
DR. W. S. HARROUX.
away with the man who parades un- hours working for the common good
"Spinning Wheel Quartette;"
der the livery of a party in order to of the city than any other two indi'The Tempest of the Heart,"
FIRST WARD.
"The Miserere"
viduals taken together and that is saystab it in the back!
"Back to Our Mountains,"
a good deal, for contrary to genering
For City' Council.
PRICES: . 75c, $1.00 and $1.50.
Politics certainly does make strange al opinion, Santa Fe has many good
FRANK F. GORMLEY.
bedfellow-Take the local situa- civic workers.
Tickets will be on sale on Friday,
tion in the Democratic party for inFor Board of Education,
If you believe in a stable, econom- April 1st, at the Fischer Drug Store.
stance. There will be a rude awakJOSE D. SEXA.
ical
and businesslike administration
ening the day after election.
Santa Fe, it is up to you to help
for
SECOND WARD.
this about by working for the
The eastern newspapers that are bring
success of the Republican city ticket
For City Council.
twisting the fact about the proposed in the election tomorrow.
MARCELIXO A. ORTIZ.
change of county seats in Sierra counPLAZA BARBER SHOP
ty forget that a similar manoeuvre
It wouldn't be exactly an endorseEducation.
was
of
Board
For
successfully executed not so long ment of the Republican administraFor id years the only
FRED MULLER.
ago almost within the shadow of the tion if the word went out that the incapitol at Washington. The county surgents had carried the big towns of
class tonsorial parlor
first
THIRD WARD.
seat of Alexandria county, Va., was the Territory including the
It
Fe.
capital.
in
transferred from the ancient, if not certainly would not help to pass that
NEW
OUR
PITCH
For City Council.
thriving, town of Alexandria, once the provision in the statehood bill taking
TREATMENT
J. W. AKERS.
second largest seaport in the country, care of the debt of Santa, Fe county
to Alexandria Courthouse, a clearing and would be a slap in the face of is
guaranteed to cure, (not only
For Board of Education.
in the woods near Fort Myer, for real Governor Mills and President Taft.
Dandruff, falling hair &
relieve,
DR. DAVID KNAPP.
estate considerations, but that was in Republicans get to work!
other
scalp irritations. We also
the Old Dominion, where Congress
a
line of all the
FOURTH WARD.
had no jurisdiction, while New Mexico
Statehood is in the balance at Wash- carry complete
and
facial
tonics.
hair
popular
is only a poor, helpless territory.
ington. The vote in the municipalities
For City Council.
DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
HERPICIDE,
of New Mexico tomorrow may have a
R. L. BACA.
Santa Fe didn't do quite as well as great influence upon the fate of the
BATHS BATHS BATHS
Tucumeairi( or Roswell, or Alamogordo bill, especially since the eastern paFor Board of Education.
on Arbor day and those town will pers are warning Congress that New
DR. J. A. ROLLS.
Four Years
some day be more beautiful than San- Mexico will be a Democratic state.
Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY
O.
MOORE.
LEROY
Two Years
ta Fe, unless this city wakes up to
Phone
your
the necessity of planting more trees Everybody who is entitled to vote laundryus,onwewillbegladtocallfor
Mondays and Tuesdays
HIGHWAY.
SCENIC
THE
for greater civic beauty. Says the El at the city election tomorrow should and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
It is quite evident that Governor Paso Herald:
All work is guaranteed; your
assert his prerogative of citizenship
Mills will do all in his power to com"March 18 was Arbor day in New
socks are mended and buttons
be he Republican or Democrat and
which
Mexico. The children at Alamogordo vote for the candidates he believes
sewed on you shirts, without
plete the Scenic Highway in
extra charge.
not only the cities of iSanta Fe and were given a half holiday and planted will best administer the
affairs.
city's
Las Vegas and the upper Pecos coun- 2M9 trees. 258 roses, 160 vines and
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
is
but
which
are
S
interested
55
19
flowand
shirubs,
lots of
bulbs,
try
vitally
It. will be a splendid school board
of prime importance to the entire er seeds. One hundred children rewith such men as Jose D. Sena, Dr.
Territory for it will advertise the ported that they had cleaned up their J. A. Rolls,
Leroy O. Moore, Dr. David
commonwealth as nothing else can. yards. Such an institution is wsrth
and
Knapp
Major Fred Muller upon
Said Governor Mills in his address at a good deal in the proper education of
it. It will mean a manual training
Las Cruces last week:
the youngsters."
school, school gardens and a modern
"In 1905 the territorial legislature
school house for every ward. Are
Real
Camino
a
build
to
the
law
passed
Vote for a bigger and better Santa these
things worth voting for?
from Raton, where it enters the terri- Fc
You can do this only by casting
El
to
Fe
old
Santa
the
trail,
tory by
your ballot for the Republican candiThe voter who stays at home toPaso, where this same trail ends. I dates from the head to the bottom of
morrow, is either sick beyond recovbelieve we must carry out the laws fhe ticket.
on the statute books and the laws call
ery or is not deserving of the name
of good citizen. Let there be an exfor the Camino Real. (Continued ap- The El Paso Herald complains that
pression of opinion from every one.
plause)'i .That highway will be built the
key rate for El Paso fire insurance
as soon as the territory can get to it.
has been fixed at 50 cents and El Paso
The Republican city ticket stands
That road ought to be built and, while is
compelled to pay for fire losses at for progress,
I will not promise when, for I do not
prosperity and the greatFort Worth and other places. Santa est
'Where prices are lowest
to the greatest number. Are
ibelieve in making promises wihich
good
even
Fe
more
has
of
kick
a
coming,
cannot be carried out, it should be
you with us?
are
built as soon as the convict labor for its high fire insurance rates
for sale quality"
at.
Clovis
is available, for I believe it will do explained by heavy losses
Victory is assured tomorrow to the
Mextowns
in
other
eastern
New
and
a great deal of good when it is built."
From all sides
Republican ticket.
'
ico.
come assurances of support, even
One Resolution to Make
from the most unexpected quarters.
No man is greater thanjhis party.
have
Democratic
The
politicians
The Republican and Democratic par
fill a dozen
A citizen who stays away from the
ties have survived all sorts of defec- made enough promises to
two
and
marshalships
city
appoint
on election day through sheer
What other 1910Resolu
polls
tions and not one of the men who hundred
policemen. They figure that indifference, does not deserve to reap
tion youmay make
were
either
than
greater
thought they
to bring one vote the benefits and enjoy the
privileges
is remembered. The best party lead- every promise ought
are easily of
ers will die, but the party continues and that political promises
Resolve now that you will
broken.
to exist.
at KAUNE & OO. the
trade
P.
Conklin
will make an
Joseph
should come out to the ideal city clerk. He is capable, courvoter
Every
coming year.' It is a resoluAt the hearing before the Senate
without waiting for a teous, knows everybody in the town
committee on territories, Santa Fe polls tomorrow or an automobile
tion In your own interest, for
to and is exceedingly popular.
invitation
county and the city of Santa Fe were special
Vote
him
to
it means the best possible
take
the
early.
polls.
and ingiven a black eye directly
is
What
for
the
of
Santa
table supplies at lowest posgood
comcity
directly and the chairman of the
With W. S. Harroun as city treas- Fe is good for every man, woman and
mittee went so far as to say that Sansible
prices.
urer no one will play shenancgans child in it. Therefore, vote the Re-- !
ta Fe county does not even pay its with
reKe
is
funds.
the
careful,
to
ticket
from
bottom
city
publican
top
just obligations. It, was a close shave
his integrity is beyond tomorrow.
or the statehood bill would never have liable, and Just
the kind of a watchmade provision for paying the Santa question.
KAUNE
Think it over-is- n't
to have at a time
the
of
dog
treasury
Every registered voter should go to!
In
clause
debt.
f,act, that
Fe county
for you
store
the
Oo,
4
logical
on the upward trend. the polls tomorrow and do his
duty
still hangs in the balance and it will when Santa Fe is
1910.5'
to patronize through
and may the best men win.
not help Its passage to have it flashed
Subservience to the will of the maimagine an unruly elephant and a
back to Washington on next Wednesis the basic principle of repre- plodding donkey hitched together and
day that Santa Fe has fallen into jority
sentative
government and it is right. you can get an idea of the local sitall
Democratic hands. This above
to let the tail wag the uation in the Democratic party. They,
times is the wrong time to deliver Are you going election
tomorrow?
in
the
dog
city
don't go well together.
Democratic
power.
Santa Fe into
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The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profit

$150,000
80.000

transacts a general backing: business in all its branches.

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers.
Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as awgiven.-b- y
enfcy Spublic 0,r
any money 'transmitingr
"at
of three
theTate
ori tme deposits
Liberal
or
time.
years'
per cent per annum, onASnoriths'
made-oof
livestock and products.
advances
cgnsigiinients
The bank executes all prder$ pf its patrons in, the banking line,,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
privateV-iftifeiwtiUIowe-
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THE

PflLflCE HOTEL

B;;"ri

W'LLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

the Best Hotels in the West

One of

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLA

.

KERR'S

HOTEL
J. E. LACOME,-

-

Proprietor

santa

Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.

,

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

H

S.KAURE

FEE 6 8 THE BUTTON WE

GROCERS

;

.

j

j

H. S, KAUNE

.

..

"

A man

who stays away from the

'With

ft"

U Baca, J. W. Akers, F. F.

Mr. Disgruntled Republican, why cut

Marcelino A. Ortiz sent off your nose to spite your face? You
primaries and shirks his duty at the Gormley and
l.olls when an. election comes aTOund to the city council you will have a live do not hurt anybody hut yourself.
has no right to complain about cor bunch; you will have a meeting of
A bigger and better Santa Fe Is
to that body oftener than once every
ruption In politics. He is partially
'
the slogan of the Republican party..
blame himself. ' ' 'v
quarter yean
.

'

& COMPANY

PHONE 26'

THE REST.

if

How

;

supper ready to eat and you will not have to
;

wait.

Serving

Ourincreaslng patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

THE HOTEL CORONADO
RATES

$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

G.LUPK HERRERA
Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water in
every room, and with bath oh every floor the finest & 'best, CAFE in
the Oity in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to traveling
men. Give us a trial if you want first class service.
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

HERE IS

WM. GREGG

A VERY

EXCEPTIONAL

-

Pp.

OPPORTUNITY

EVERYTHING AT ONE HALF PRiCE
BEST LINE OF GOLD AND SILVER FILIGREE
WORK ; EVER DISPLAYED IN SANTA Fifl
,

Don't
Fail
to
Call
and

Inspect

Excellent

Assortments of

Burned Leather Goods
Burned Wooden Placqnes
All Kinds of Drawn Work,
leather Pillows Tops - '

Many

other
articles
that
attract

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO

J. S, CANDELARIO
301-30- 3

r

DO

FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

We Are

& Co.

5

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

--

I

FIRST CLASS. sCAFE

San Francisco St.

Proprietor

Santa Fe, N, M.
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PERSONAL MENTION

Sr., of Las Vegas, is
here on business.
F. Butler, a cement salesman from
Denver, is at the Palace.
Clyde Evans, a sightseer from the
Duke City, is at the Palace.
Stephen A. Edwards of New Jersey,
is registered at Gregg's hotel.
R. O. Ramsay, a Washington newspaper man, is at the Claire hotel.
W. F. Hall, a paint salesman
of
Kansas City, is here on business.
William Weinberg, a traveling sales
man from Denver, is at the. Palace.
A. C. McElwain, a shoe salesman
from St. Louis, is here on business.
John Pfleuger, the lamy postmaster
and merchant, is a visitor in Santa Fe.
F. S. Schott, a shoe salesman from
St. Louis, is calling on business men
here.
Mr. and Mrs. C. .M Sampson, tour
ists. of Antonito, Colo:; are at the Palace hotel.
Census Enmerator Mignel C. Jaramillo of Santa Cruz, is in Santa Fe to-- j
day on business.:
.,
Jose Ortiz ,y Pino, a prominent cjti- A." D. BrtJHj'
resident of the Hamilton-BrowShoe Co. St Louis' and zen of
(Jalisteo, southern Santa Fe
Boston clerked when he was a boy.; 'He saved his money.-- . He bought an
is inthe city today."
county,
interest in his old employers store. He is now worth over 10 millions.
W. B. Freeman, of the l S. geologmen
of
work for him.
Thousands
ical service and who is registered
Make OUR Bank YOUR BANK.
from Denver is at the Palace.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
II. C. Abbott, a former member of
the legislature and a prominent busi&
ness man of Springer, is at the Palace.
W. J. Sanders, O. Sanders, Albert
A. Mennett,

WE

CANT SOLVE THE POLITICAL
MUDDLE, BUT WE CAN SOLVE THE
HOUSEFURNISHING PROBLEM.

We have the following articles at exceedindly low
prices, for immediate acceptance. These articles
will not last long; the choicest articles always
go first so come early

START
IT NOW

-

"

LADIES' KOCKtRS

FOLDING BEDS

J

,

n

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST

j

REAL ESTATE - INSURANCE

SURETY BONDS.
j

Modern Houses for RENT and SALE;
Fruit Ranches and large undeveloped tracts.
We have everything in the above lines.
Phone. Red Ho. 189

j

Carpio Archuleta, of Truchas, and
who is a brother of Miss Sophie
clerk at the Coronado hotel,
is visiting friends here.
j
Mesdames I. B. and R. H. Hanna
will not be at home Tuesday after- noon, April o, on account of the M-- !
ness of Mrs. R. H. Hanna.
Hon. Thomas B. Catron has gone to
Rosa to appear before Judge A.
W. Cooley as the attorney f r the c'
izens of Lincoln in the county seat
fight against Carrizozo.
Mme. Antoinette Le Brun and mem- bers of her company arrived lase last
night from Raton and are registered
at Gregg's Peerless hotel. Mme. Le
Brun will sing at the Elks' theater

tonight.

Vagner Undertaking Establishment

THE

ALSO

Dealers in Furniture

FINE LINE OP Carpets and Rugs

FOR THE HOUSE

All kinds of furnishings from ehinawara to stoves, and
ranges," Also a tine assortment of desks, chairs, table
for the babies.
and hat racks. Wagner folding
go-car-ts

They are GKEiT!!,

Look over oar stock and see if there isn't,
something to interest you.

Ornamental Doors.

are made to perfection from our

SICK ROOM NEEDS
can be fully supplied from here, We carry
ati- ling
a complete assortment o hot
sprayers, douches, bed Palis and other appliances. We have everthlng for the invalid from the rubber pillow to make him

Lumber) because the wood is
perfect in every particular and
free from every imperfection of
kaots, cracks and warpings. comfortable to
Every foot of it is thoroughly
seasoned, dried and shrunk, so The medicine that will cure Him
house cad
it can be absolutely relied u pon If there is anybody sick afciyour
St
by carpenters and builders, and on us for anything needed in he way of
archiall sensible, wide-awa- ke
Drugs or Sick Room Helps
tects hereabouts particularly You'll find our service prompt, thorough
mention our Lumber in their and reliable, and our prices very moderate.
specifications.
& Company.
STRIPLING-BURROW-

Charles W. Dudrow

S

Where your dollar" buys the most.

DliAnn
1 flOlOS

n Orter to introuce my work I
will, for 30 DAYS begininng April 1
maks'my fine $5.00 Cabinet Photos
for $3.00 and my $3.50 Photos for $2.50 per dofcen
No

offer. One price to all.
FFKR IS GOOD FOR ONLY 30 HAYS.

ticket schemes or cheap premiums to

REMEMBER THIS
All work guaranteed,

WSttS
Please.

;4i

THE EL P1I0H STDDIO
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I

si dd

I
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Dr. C. II. Connor, president of the
territorial board of osteopathy, is at

Palace hotel.Among the other
osteopaths there registered were William Hubbard of Artesia, C. L. Par-

The

sons of Roswell, and Leonard TaHor
of Silver City.
"R. Haacke will address the Strangers Club at the Carnegie library at 3
o'clock Sunday afternoon on the subject of 'Modern Journalism.' Music
will be rendered by Prof. Stevens."
El Paso Herald. Mr. Haacke was re
cently city editor of the New Mexican.
Miss Madelina Vance, who sings 'at
the theater tonight, is Miss Madelina
Vance Brookes, daughter of General
Brookes of Denver, and well known
socially throughout the west.
Census Enumerator Atanasio Roi-ba- l
and Octaviano Segura of Pecos,
San Miguel county, were in Santa Fe
today to confer with Attorney General
Frank V. Clancy regarding titles to
land within the Pecos Pueblo grant.
"Mr. and Mrs. Antonio Joseph, of
Ojo Calientes, N. M., who have been
in El Paso several months for the
benefit of Mr. Joseph's health, left
last night on the Santa Fe for their
home. Mr. Joseph has been under
medical attention while in the city
and has recovered sufficiently to permit of his return. He is one of the
prominent men of New , Mexico and
was formerly a delegate to the national Congress. In addition, he has held
other offices." El Paso Herald.
"William J. Mills, governor of New
Mexico, is in El Paso today. Governor
Mills arrived on the delayed Santa Fe
and" is the guest of a number of his
friends here, including Felix Martinez
and James G. McNary. At noon a
luncheon was given Governor Mills at
the St. Regis by the directors of the
Southwestern Portland Cement Company, the New Mexico governor being
a member of the directorate of the
big plant. The chief executive came
here from Las Cruces, where he' at?
tended the governor's day celebration
given in his honor, and the governor's
ball at the Las Cruces armory Friday
evening. After the luncheon the governor was taken to the cement plant
in an auto, accompanied by the directors of the plant and was shown
through the big institution which is to
make El Paso cement famous. Returning from the cement plant, Gov- fernor Mills was shown over the city
in an automobile, accompanied by Mr.
Martinez, Mr. McNary and other of

'

tlp thOSe

jtf

1

.

regular
One Reed

value

3. CO

.

Oak,

value at..

Rocker regular
:. . . : .

1.7)

. .

6.20

....

OO

SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
1

his friends. He will return to Santa
Fe this evening after having visited
Albuquerque, Las Cruces and El Paso.
Those who attended the luncheon given for the governor were: Felix Martinez, H. D. Slater, J. A. Smith, H. B.
Stevens, A. Courchesne, A. P. Coles,
Beverly Thomas, W. L. Tooley, C.
O. J. Binford, I. D. Gilbert, Max
Weber, Joshua Raynolds, Richard F.
Bruges, J. U. Sweeney, D. M. Payne,
P. .1. Edwards, Judge A. S. J. Eyler,
John M. Wyatt, C. N. Bassett, A.
Krakauer, J. G. McNary, Winchester
Cooley." El Paso Herald.
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Asplund have
taken possession of the rectory of
the church of the Holy Faith on East
Palace avenue. Mrs. Asplund will be
at home on the second and fourth
Wednesday of each month.
Mrs. George V. Prichard will not
be at home tomorrow afternoon.
'
Dr. and Mrs. C. O. Harrison took
possession of .their new home on East
Palace avenue today. It is the old
Breeden place extensively renovated.
Joseph S. Jaffa, recognized as one
of the leaders of the bar at Denver
and a member of the board of regents
of the Colorado School of Mines, is
spending the day with Territorial
Secretary and Mrs. Nathan Jaffa on
East Palace avenue. The distinguished visitor is personally known
to the old timers of New Mexico and
when he met Governor Mills,
Otero, Page B. Otero, he swapped yarns about the early days.
Colonel E. C. Abbott who is at
and who was toWashington, D.
day appointed judge of the supreme
court of New Mexico in the place vacated by Governor W. J. Mills, expects to leave for uome tonight. The
New Mexican was the first to inform
Mrs. Abbott of her husband's appointment, the Associated Press dispatch
reaching here several hours before
special dispatches.
Mrs. Virginia Roberts has gone to
Taos on business matters and to visit

I

REL

relatives.
MILLION DOLLAR FIRE
LOSS AT OMAHA.
Crossed Electric Wires Cause Destruction of Several Blocks Good

JOL VfD
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NEW LINE LADIES
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UNDERWEAR.
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WATS

$7.50

FOR

I

younger ones ioc
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To 20c.

T0WNSEND & X0.
IRUPUTATION BUILDER.

J

Insurance.
Omaha, April

4.

A

CLAPEND0N

conservative

estimate places the total loss of last
night's fire at nearly a million dollars.
The heaviest losses are Nye, Schneider, Fowler and Company's elevator
and contents, $400,000. Maney Milling Company, $190,000; about a hundred box cars and contents, $250,000
All losses are covered by insurance.
It is believed that crossed electric
wires caused the fire.

Oak piaCeS
A4

Golden

Cane bottom,

'

800

Chairs at

GARDEN

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

DESIGNS.

CLARENDON POULTRY Yards

CHOICE

EGGS FOR HATCHING

SD21C6

Light Company

NOW.

FRESH LAI n KGGH every day
KOASTINli CHICKENS'

.

A few choice cockerels for sale

PAY

a imd

next week for Electfic Irons
es.
and Electrical
Tliis

APPLES

Pure bred barred Plymouth RocksJ'and White Wyandottes." Chickens
are yarded in the orchard under'.the trees and fedjon cIean"wholesonift food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoning.

and After Mar eh 1st.
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Mahogany finish, regular 4.75
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8 00
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4. 25

Regular 0. 00 Chair at

0

Sharpe, are all from the Duke City,
jat the Coronado hotel,
j
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O Of WATSON & COMPANY

119 San Francisco

One 80,00 Bed at

Cooking-Specialti-
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St, Louis Rocky
Pacific

e
HUSBAND
time and place to
the
IS AT LAS VEGAS. witnesses of said claimant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal of that subMrs. Ophelia S. Dwight of Syracuse, mitted by claimant.
New York, Files Suit Against
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Her Spouse.
Register.

In a disease so painful as Rheumatism, medicines containing opiato:
g
and
drugs are often used. Such treatment is dangerous no-only because it frequently causes the sufTerer to become addicted to thi
drug habit, but medicines of this nature are always injurious to the system
Rheumatism i3 a disease of the blood, and its cure depends entirely upon f
As long as the blood
thorough purification of the circulation.
with uric acid, an inflammatory condition of the nerves, muscle,
and tendons of the body will exist, and the pains, aches, soreness, and hoi,
feverish flesh of Rheumatism will continue. The one safe and sure cure fc
Rheumatism is S. S. S. It is nature's remedy for this disease, made entire!;
of the healing, cleansing juices and extracts of roots, herbs and barks f roii
the natural forests. S. S. S. does not contain anything that is in the slight??,,
way injurious to the system. It is absolutely and purely vegetable, am:
free from opiates or sedatives of any kind. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism b
removing the uric acid from the circulation, it makes the blood pure, ric
and heaalthy so that instead of depositing sharp, uratic impurities into t n
muscles, nerves, joints and bones, it nourishes every portion of the
natural, healthful properties. Book on Rheumatism and any niedu.;.
advice free te all who write and request it.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. G
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Ar.

10

Ute. Park, N. M...Lv

9

Palace.
Connects with K. P. S. W. Ky, train No. 124
in Dawson, N, M. at 6:15 p. m.
IConnects with K. l A S, AV. Uy. train No. 123 arriving
Dawson N,M. at 9:55 a. in.
leaving
C. M. Sampson,
and
Mrs.
Mr.
SStaw for Van Houten X, M. meets trains at Preston X. M.
C. &S. Passentrer trains arrive unit depart from DeMoines as follow:
Walter Mayes, Socorro:
Colo.;
NORTH KOi;XD:
SOUTHBOUND
Leonard Tabor, Silver City; Dr. C. ri.
No. 1, 4.48 a. in,
No, 8. 10.44 a. in.
No. 7.6 49 p. m.
No, 2. 1111 p, ill.
Conner, Albuquerque; William Wein1 rack
connection with a. T. a. S, K. By. at Raton ami Preston with (1, S. Ry. at
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron A Northwestern
berg, Denver; H. C. Abbott, Springat
Cimarron. N. M. which is depot or following .station Ocate, Miami, Kayado
A. O. Larson, Pueblo; C. H. Coner;
and Ked Lakes, N. M.
ner, Albuquerque; W. F. Hall, Kansas
Ute Park. A. M. is depot for the following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seeo, Aurora.
Kaldy Black Lakes, Cerro. Kli.Hbethtown. Lolio, Questa, Ranchos de Taos, Red
City; William Hubbard, Artesia; C.
Kiver City, Talpa, Taos and Twining.
L. Parsons, Roswell; F. S. Schott, St.
Daily. fKlag, t Daily except Sunday
Louis; F. Butler, H. G. Hogan, DenE. J. REDMAN,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
ver; A. C. McEhvain, St. Louis; Clyde
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
Evans, Albuquerque; W. W. Wagner,
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. r
Raton, N. M.
Mcintosh; P. T. Long, St. Louis; W.
B. Freeman, Denver; William
A.
Lamb, Denver; E. E. Meier, City; O.
S. Bodenhausen; E. A. Bodenhausen,
St. Joseph, Mo.; Walter L. Gilkan,
Chicago; A. Mennett, Sr., Las Vegas.

Newly Organized Chamber of
merce is Doing Good Work
for Windmill City.

&

An-tonit-

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

Cc

Special Correspondence of the New
Mexican.
laming, N. M., April 4. Bowler
Brothers are to put in another
outfit immediately. They have
contracts for more irrigation wells
than their one machine can handle.
They have just completed a well for
Dr. P. K. Connaway which pumps 1,- 5D0 gallons per minute, and are now
installing a pump for Taylor Bros.,
Spokane, Wash., April 4 M.
which will furnish 1,000 gallons per
a rancher near Cheney,
maminute. The new
Wash., formerly the seat of Spokane
chine of Messrs. Hoffman & Rhea will county, boasts of a freak of nature,
be here shortly. "W. J. Swain will re- probably without parallel in this counClaire.
with
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo; R. O. turn to the valley in a few days This try. It is a calf with its heart in its
Texas.
from
outfit
a
above the shoulder. The
throat,
Ramsay, Washington; Amy C. Hut-chiwork calf wasjustborn a week ago and has
Cedar Hill; Mrs. T. H. O'Brien, will make five big machines at
F. Gilchrist, Dawson; A. M. Emerson, in the immediate vicinity of Deming. been kept alive by careful nursing; in
At least calculation there will be 50 fact, it is watched as closely as the
Denver.
new irrigation plants in operation in newest arrival in a millionaire's house-!holGregg.
Mimbres valley before June 1st.
The freak was not discovered
W. S. Rose, San Francisco; C. G. the
r
has set out
Hund
i
Mr.
John
animal was a day old, when
the
until
E.
L.
Williams, Denver;
Foster, New
of
west
north
and
the
trees
the keeper noticed the pulsations of
York City; John
Pfleuger,
Lamy; his farm. along
are a quiclc the heart in the throat. These have
trees
These
A.
EdNew
Stephen
Edwards,
Jersey;
ward Ehle, Las Cruces: J. D. Tramp-ton- , growth, are beautifully symmetrical, become so pronounced they shake the
calf's head at every beat. Road show-meDenver; J. O. Schwentker, Albu- and serve as effective
exhave
in
the
farmers
valley
querque; lime. Antoinett- Le Brun, Many
wintering in Spokane have proFritz Huttman, Miss Florence Lamont, pressed their intention to follow Mr. nounced the little animal a remarkMadelina Vance. Arthur Deane and Hund's example. Mr. Hund being one able freak and offered large sums to
Harry Lustig, all of New York City. of the pioneers of Ventura county, permit them to exhibit it on their
California, realizes the necessity of tours, but the owner has declined all,
Coronado.
and appreciates the savins he will turn it over to the live
Carpio Archuleta, Ramon Romero,
which the setting out stock department of the Washington
transformation
Truchas; S. Kahn, San Pedro; C. Hub,
an arid region. Mr. State College at Pullman for experi
works
in
trees
of
D.
H.
Denver;
Halloway, Estancia;
resisted the high mental purposes.
field
alfalfa
Hund's
E. D. Halladay, Moriarty; W. J. Sanders, O. Sanders, Albert Sanders, J. winds and cold of a few days ago,
E. Wilson, George T. Sharpe, Albu which was as severe as it will have
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small
the
holding claim No. 1420.
querque.
spring.
during
Serial 012530, Pecos Forest. Not
Judge Sim Eby while in town the
other day reported that the orchards Coal Land.
HARRIMAN MERGER CASE.
of the upper Mimbres are uninjured Department of the Interior,
4
conWith
the
Washington, April
United States Land Office.
clusion today of the taking of testi- hy the recent frost. Senator J. N.
withSanta Fe, N. M., March 5, 1910.
mony in rebuttal by the government, Upton says that his orchards
is hereby given that the folloNotice
are
recent
pracand
stood
cold,
the
anti-truthe suit under the Sherman
wing-named
claimant has filed notice
act to dissolve the Harriman merger tically uninjured.
to make final proof
intention
for
of
his
left
wife
C.
Hon
and
recently
of the Union Pacific and the Southern
claim under sections
his
of
in
before
return
not
support
will
Illinois.
They
Pacific will go to the circuit court of
16 and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
June.
appeals, which decided the Standard
Mr. John M. McTeer and Mr. J. M. (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
Oil case.
'
left the latter part of last week act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
Young
Judge Lovett and the Harriman at- for their old home in
Kentucky for 470), and that said proof will be made
torneys contended that the combinasome of before Register and Receiver at Sanof
the
interesting
purpose
tion of the Union Pacific and Southern
Mim- ta Fe, N. M., on April 21, 1910, viz.:
the
in
their
former
neighbors
Pacific systems was not in restraint
Tiburcio Roibal, heir of Jesus M. Roi-babres
valley.
of trade and that these lines did not
of Rowe. N. M.. for the N
old
Barbee
his
Dr.
for
left Saturday
compete within the purview of the home in
NE
Sec. 32, and the S 2 SE
Arkansas, whe he will spend Sec.
Sherman anti-trulaw. According
T. 16 N., R. 13 E., N. M. P. M.,
29,
his
few
a
months with
family.
to them the Union Pacific railroad
160
acres.
of
The newly organized Chamher of
obtained control of the Southern PaHe names the following witnesses
cific only because it had to purchase Commerce is receiving enthusiastic to prove his actual continuous adverse
the majoirty interest of the Central support. Over a hundred citizens
mem- possession of said tract for twenty
Pacific to secure an outlet at San have signed up, and the list of
years next preceding the survey of
Francisco. Before the acquisition of bership is growing rapidly. Two hun- the township, viz.:
motto.
is
a
bunch
the
the controlling interest in the Central dred boosters in
Cleofes Garcia, and Calletano GarPacific and Southern Pacific the At the inception of the movement, its cia, of Rowe, N. M., Vicinte Quintana
a
Union Pacific practically ended at most sanguine supporters named
and Antonio Roibal, of Pecos, N. M.
which
Ogden, Utah. It had an outlet at hundred as the highest limit
Any person who desires to protest
Portland, Ore., through the Oregon could be hoped for.
against the allowance of said proof,
who knows of any substantial reason
Short One, hut to reach the Pacific
at San Francisco it felt compelled to LETTER WAS INTENDED
under the laws and regulations of the
FOR JOHN' D. ROCKEFELLER. Interior
buy the Central Pacific, which necesDepartment why such proof
shou1ii not be allowed will be given an
sitated the purchase of the Southern
It Wandered Far Out of Its Way
Pacific.
opportunity at the
However Before it Reached its
e
time and place to
the
The attorney general did not agree
Intended Destination.
witnesses of said claimant, and to ofwith the contention of Judge Lovett
fer evidence in rebuttal of that subthat the Union Pacific and Southern
Spokane, Wash., April 4. John D. mitted by claimant.
Pacific sj'stems are not parallel lines
MANUEL P.. OTERO,
within the meaning of the Sherman Rockefeller, head of the Standard
anti-trulaw. He maintains that the Oil Company, probably the most wideRegister.
Union Pacific, through the acquisition ly known man on the American conNotice For Publication.
of the Southern Pacific, which gave tinent at the present time, might as
Small Holding Claim No. 1118.
it a westward connection with San well have been named John Smith or
"Bill" Jones, so far as the postoffice
Serial 012528.
Francisco, and through its control of a
water route between San Francisco department at Washington, D. C, is
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
and Portland has effected a combina- concerned. However, it is to the Department of the Interior,
tion which was capable of prosecu cerdit of the mailing division of the
United States Land Office,
Spokane office that a missive, address-- I
tion.
Santa Fe, N. M., March 5, 1910.
ed to the financier, found among the
Notice Is hereby given that the follo:"dead" letters here, was promptly for- wing-named
EARL GREY COMPETITION.
claimant has filed noHavana, April 4. Congress resumed warded to his home in Cleveland, O. tice of his Intention to make final
The letter,
from the
its sessions today after an adjournproof In support of his claim under
ment which .has extended since Feb- Interior of France, duly stamped and sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
dated some time in February, bears 3,
ruary 25.
1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
this inscription:
the act of February 21, 1893, (27
by
Monsieur John Rockefeller,
470), and that said proof will
Stats.,
Grande Milliardiare,
he made before Register and Receiver
Washington.
at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on April
Estats Unis d'Amerique.
21, 1910, viz: Nicario Quintana, heir
C.
John
Talbott, superintendent of of Jose Quintana, of Rowe, N. M., for
the local division, discovered the letW. 2 SW 4 Sec. 28, and the SE
ter and dispatched it to Cleveland, be- the
4
4
Sec. 29, T. 16 N., R. 13 E.,
NE
To check early colds or Grippe with "Preventics" lieving it had been missent, but an InN.
M.
P.
M., of 120 acres.
means sure defeat for Pneumonia. To stop a cold
with Preventics is safer than to let it run and be spection revealed the fact that the
He names the following witnesses
missive began its wandering in the
obliged to cure it afterwards. To be sure,
adwill cure even a deeply seated cold, but
prove his actual continuous
tj
at
taken early at the sneeze stage they break, or United States soon after its arrival
head off these early colds. That's surely better. Washington, D. C, the latter part of verse possession of 6aid tract for
That's why they are called Preventics.
next preceding the surPreventicsare little Candy Cold Cures. No Qutn-In- February and that since March 3 a twenty years
viz:
of
the
township,
vey
no physic, nothing sickening. Nico for the number of
Including
Washingtons,
children and thoroughly safe too. If you feel
Cleofes
N. M.; CalleGarcia,
Rowo,
Louisiif
if
in
ache
of
New
all
sneeze,
over,
think
you
those
chilly, you
Jersey, Virginia,
tano
N. M., Vincente
Preventics. Promptness may also save half your
Rowe,
Garcia,
usual sickness. And don't forget your child, if ana, Arkansas, Pennsylvania, Ohio,
there is feverishtiess, nightordny. Herein prob- Iowa, Illinois, Indiana. Missouri and Quintana, Pecos, N. M., Antonio RoiM.
N.
j hal,
ably lies Preventics' greatest efficiency. Sold in
Pecos,
,
6c boxes for tho pocket, also in SBc boxes of 48 Kansas, had been tried.
Any person who desires to protest
Preventics. Insist on your druggists giving you
"It is evident that 'Grande Milliar-dairwas read by some of the sorters against the allowance of said proof, or
to mean a boulevard or probably a ho- who knows of any substantial reason
tel," said a clerk in the local office, under the laws and regulations of the
"but there is only one Rockefeler In Interior Department why such proof
the public eye and he ought to get should not be allowed will be given an
d
STRIPLING BURROWS CO.
first-clas- s
service."
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For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,

G.F.&P. a.
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DATES

March 1st. to April J5tt
WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

T;VAY)

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,

SAN FRANCISCO,
SACRAMENTO,
and intermediates

$36.05
PORTLAND, ORE. and
points in the Northwest
On

Sale daily until April

15th 1910.
SEE SANTA PE AGENT.
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above-mentione-

Stations in British Columbia,
California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Oregon & Washington

(ONE

st
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FROM
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

$25.00

ti

iuulu

month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.

J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visiting Knight's invited to attend.
AUGUST REINGARDT C. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
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well-drillin- g

From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and ot the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
El Paso Sl Southwestern System

The Best Route

Post-Standar-

1

ANOTHER WELL OUTFIT
FOR LUNA COUNTY.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

Y.,

The Xew Mexrea.i Printing Company has on hand a large supply 0f
pads and tablets suitable for school
Cortland avenue lias brought suit for
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
D.
absolute divorce against Henry
and
merchants: good everywhere. We
Dwight, for many years a leading re- will sell them at 5 cents
m Oook form.
suit
In
the
tail druggists of this city.
Miss Edna I,. Hush, 22 year old, is
If you are in need of anything,
try
named, and it is alleged that she and a Xew Mexican
Want Ad.
Mr. Dwight are now believe to be together in Xew Mexico. The action
taken by Mrs. Dwight followed the
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
disclosure some weeks aso that Mr.
the
in
were
Bush
Miss
Dwight and
MASONIC.
west.
"Because of the absence of the defendant from this state an order was
Montezuma Lodge No
obtained by which the service of the
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
summons in the suit will be by publi-actioular communications
Chicago,
Utica. Rochester,
first Mond'yr of each
Port Huron, Mich., and Flint, Mich., kf&
?f montn a Masonic nasi
at 7.30 v. m.
are mentioned as places whore the defendant and Miss Rush have been. 6 V
H. H. DORMAN,
About two weeks ago they left Flint,
Acting Master,
it is claimed, and started for Xew ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
Mexico, and the last definite information received, it is claimed, was that
Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
they were at Las Vegas."
Regular convocation second Monday of
FREAK CALF WITH
each month at Masonic
HEART IN ITS THROAT.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
Animal's Head Shakes With Every ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Beat of the Pulse Large Sums
of Money Offered for Beast.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
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"Mrs. Ophelia S. Dwight of Xo. 41"

remain:-saturate-
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nerve-quietin-
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CLAIMS THAT

NATURE'S CURE
FOR RHEUMATISM

&

Company.

Railway

MONDAY,

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
Hii-jagdLcaae to Ivdalca Pas
-

eonger Goro.forta'kle.

FARE

d$5.00

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO,

$35.20
SAN FRANCISCO

$45.20
One way via
PORTLAND or

SEATTLE,

$60.90
Dates of Sale, April 4 to
6, July 2 to 8, Sept. 1 to
7, Sept. 24 to 30, 1910.
PORTLAND,
SEATTLE,
TACOMA,
VANCOUVER and

VICTORIA

B.

C.

$55.00

Dates of Sale, May 28th
to June 3rd, July 9th to
16th.

post-marke- d

Return Limit, three months from
date of sale. Oall on address.
H. S, LUTZ, Awent
Santa Fe.N.M.

'

!

I

Stop That Cold

1--

1--

1--

e'

It an admitted fact that real
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising la the New
Mexican.

Summer Excursion Rates

Stockmen's Association Meeting

e,

Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
Is

d

1--

es-

Preventics

above-mentione-

AMARILL0, TEX.
$20.05
Round Trip
Oa Sale, April 4, 5. and 6
Limit, April 9th. 1910.

MONDAY,
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M.

sheet.
Execution,
sheet.
Summons,
sheet.
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint,
sheet.
Capias Complaint, 4 sheet.
4

lays

Players

AND

4

4

n K i II CO

se

-

VIA

E. P. & S. W. and Rock Island trains carry Standard
Pullman and Tourist Sleepers, Chair Cars and Coaches
J. P. LYNG,
,
i

City Freight

&

Passenger Agent.

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach, Torpid Liver and

Chron

& Ris-- :

-

j

WANTED An energetic salesman
for the territory of New Mexico, sell-- i
Yearly Proof, 4 074b. full sheet.
ing National Counting Machines. Can
Final Proof.
sheet.
offer inducements that will prove a
Contest Notice,
sheet
to those
Affidavit to be filed before contest very, lucrative proposition
that can "make good." Reply giving
sheet
Affidavit of Contest Against Non references and stating experience, to
The New Mexican, Santa Fe, N.
sheet. . X..
Resident Entryman,
AT
"
to
Notice of Intention
make final
sheet.
proof,
FOR RENT- - In most delightful part
Additional Entrv.
sheet,
e
is
i
i
:u
U
Willi
UOUe
12
5"(1 Homestead Entry.
new
electric
bath,
cellar;
lights,
suee(Of
ACTC
rich
garden.
Smoll Hnlrlinj Prnnf A ffl ,1 n vi t nf A r. 1 t.'lppllOnC,
small
orchard.
fruits.
young
plicant, full sheet
and acequia water, yards for 200
city
sheet.
Relinquishment,
hens, stable for horse and cow, room
sheet.
Township Plats,
for carpenter shop. Address L., New
full
sheet.
Township Plats,
Mexican, or O. C. Watson Co.
General Blanks.
Bond for Deed.
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per doz.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- sheet.
Official Bond,
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
PAUL A. F. WALTER
of Mortgage, full sheet.
Attorney-at-LaCertificate of Election,
sheet.
New Mexico
Report of the Assessors, full sheet Santa Fe,
sheet.
Application for License,
E. C. ABBOTT
Retail Liquor License.
sheet.
Attorney-at-LaNotice of Conveyance,
sheet.
Practice in the District and Susheet.
Deed, City of Santa Fe,
preme Courts.
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Prompt and careful
Application for Marriage License, attention given to all business.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
sheet.
Certificate of Birth.
sheet
Certificate of Depth,
sheet.
CATRON & CATRON
Butchers' Shipping
Notices,
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-Lasheet.
Office:
Catron Block
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Promissory Notes, 25c per pad.
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Cost Bond,
CHARLES F. EASLEY
sheet.
(Late
Blanks.
Surveyor General)
Spanish
Attorney-at-LaAuto de Arresto.
pliego.
Land and Mining business a specAuto de Prision,
pliego.
ialty.
4
Declaracion Jurada,
pliego.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Certificado de Nombramiento,
pliego.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
Fianza Oficial,
pliego.
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davies
Fianza Oficial y Juramento,
Attorneys-at-Lapliego.

sheet.

i

2

2

1-- 2

i

2

2

live-iwme- a

,

NILES & MOSER CIGAR CO., Distributor,
Denver, CoL

vice-preside-

Two

CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Ex- perience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettail trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.

j

i

Telephone Main 3500

OFFICIAL MATTERS

TRADE

-

I

not

is

OR

SALE

1050 and 950 pounds.
Williams
ins, 310 San Francisco street.

Non-Miner-

Tslhe

the Perfecto

The Clubhouse is banded

FOR

horses; broke to ride or drive; weight.

2

Henry George makes good because
it's made well it's a mild, mellow,
In every case in
soothing smoke.
and
aHead
in every case.
town,

j

Will leave 8anta Fe 8 45 a. m.
Arrive at Kansas Oity 5,50 p. m. next day
Arrive at Chicago 8.20 a.m. 2nd day

Land Office Blanks.
sheet.
Homestead Entry,
Affidavit,
sheet.
69.1Proof, Testimony of Witness,
full sheet.
of
Claimant
Proof, Testimony
full sheet.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of!
j
full sheet.
Applicant,
1.2
Deposition of Witness.

--

--

i
11U111 iMfl. 4

4

sheet.

expense doesn't produce flavor, but
the right combination of wrapper
and filler. Ripe as well as right
tobacco, seasoned until all the
harshness is aged out, and with

2

j

4

of 200 was reported from Curry and
Roosevelt counties and today hardly
fifty of that noble herd remain.
Arrested By Mounted Police.
Mounted Policeman .1. B. Lusk reports to headquarters that he arrested Leon Briggs at Chama, a would-be- ban man, for assault. Briggs not
being able to pay a fine of $25 and
costs was sent to jail. He arrested
Edward Moore for assault and Mr.
Moore planked down $25 and costs for
hi.; fun.

1-- 2

Professional Garos

2

2

2

2

2
2

1-- 2

BLANKS

Printed and foi sale by New Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, N.

Mcx.

....
....

2

4

4

Mining Blanks.
Additional and Amended

Location

sheet.
Certificate,
Agreement of Publisher,
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
1-- 2

sheet.

4

1-- 4

1-- 4

Notice of Mining Location,
Title Bond and Lease of

d

T

4

--

j

rp

1-- 4

and learn that it isn't price
but blend that counts that

ple who he said know a "good thing"
when they see it. Mr. Huttmann sang
here eleven years ago and declares
Santa Fe is the most romantic city in will be
used in assisting worthy girls
the United States.
and boys in obtaining an education
and learning trades. The Sherwoods
came to Spokane from New England
under
forces.
On
their
BILLION
TEN
TAKE
efficiency,
WOULD
in territorial days and Mr. Sherwood
TO DRIVE OUT JAPS. present conditions, would depend the
future of the country. Whether the has been a prominent factor in the
of the place from a village
showing of the Civil War upbuilding
Quarter of a Million Lives Would Be j superb
of 300 in 1880 to a city of l:!8,000.
do
I
is
would
a
be
problem
Derepeated
Sacrificed if Uncle Sam
not care to go into, but the experience He became wealthy through making
clared War on Nippon.
in town and outside propof England during the late Boer war investments
Mr. Sherwood is also interesterty.
a
such
is
of
against acceptance
ed in several large properties in
Santa Antonio, Texas, April 4.
While the danaffirmatively.
theory
southern California and other states
to
drive
billion
ten
That it would take
would
case
in
of
this
the
country
ger
the Japanese army from the Pacific not come from physical deterioration, in the Pacific northwest. Mre. Sherof
wood also has a large independent
a
least
at
quarter
slope and that
it. no doubt, would manifest itself in
a million lives would be sacrificed in the circumstance that the population income.
the effort, is the opinion of one of; of this country today is urban to a
GERMAN AIRSHIP DRILL.
the best informed and ablest officers far greater extent than it was in the
in the United States army, whose sixties, and for this reason less fitCologne, Germany, April 4. Aerial
name it is not necessary to mention. ted to
undergo the hardships of a evolutions under conditions approachInterviewed on the eve of the depart- campaign without preliminary train- ing those of actual warfare were comure of his regiment to the Philippines ing and inuring. Then, too, our large menced here today and will continue
as to his opinions of the situation in j it'ij.y
population is ab)50lutly unac- for six weeks. Three of the most
the far west, he said:
quainted with the use of firearms and recently constructed airships, the Zep"Whether Japan intends to take the the use of a gun in the rural districts pelin, Parseval and Gross, representPhilippines from the United States or! is not by any means as general as it ing the rigid, flexible and semi-rigiengage in aggression on the Pacific: once was. While there is nothing systems, will be used, and a large
slope I am, of course, not in a posi-- i very difficult in the effective handling number of army officers and engineers
tion to say, and I take it for granted of a modern rifle it takes a good deal will receive instructions in the art of
that there is no one who could. That of time and practice to make the aver- maneuvring the aerial machines.
such is their intention has been age man as fair a shot as the average
Practical experiments with wireless
voiced around a great deal, but it is army turns out in our days. Yet ef telegraphy will be made between the
safe to say that there is for such a fective fire counts for everything in airships themselves and also between
statement little ground outside of cir- modern warfare and what the per- the flying machines and the land sta
cumstantial evidence. I think the formance of hastily levied citizen tions.
history of wars proves that more of forces would be under the galling fire
them have been the result of precipi-- j of modern rifles and machine guns in
tancy than of deliberation. "Whether the hands of a soldier as well trained
a possible war between Japan and and disciplined as the Jap I do not
the United States would be the re- -' even want to contemplate. It would
Board of Osteopathy.
suit of careful planning is for this be a holocaust and rout on one side
The territorial board of osteopathy
reason hard to say.
and complete victory on the other.
was
iu session today at the Palace ho
on
in
Personal bravery is a great thing
"There is one thing, however,
which I can be a little more definite, war if coupled with effective train- tel and examined four applicants for
and that is that this country, by rea- ing and organization, but it is of not licenses besides transacting other rouson of its small army, "would have the slightest use when it is rendered tine business. The members present
hard work dislodging the Japanese inactive through the lack of these fac- were C. H. Connor of Albuquerque,
once they had gained a good foothold tors. The American citizen soldier president; C. L. Parsons of Roswell,
and C. A. WTheelon of
west of the Rockies. A recent writer has indeed an enviable record for
has pointed this out in a very efficient both efficiency and bravery, but oth- Santa Fe, secretary and treasurer.
way, although he has merely corrob- ers, the Japs for instance, are not toSan Diego Exposition.
orated the general impression of Uni- tally deficient in this either as the
of
W. Loughrey, chairman
Tyler
war has aptly the
ted States army officers. The fact of late Russo-Japanecommittee on exploitation of the
the matter is that the enemy could demonstrated. The unpreparedness Panama-Californi- a
Exposition, was in
hold the Pacific slope indefinitely that marked the first stages of the Santa Fe
to make preliminary
today
once he had succeeded in getting his Civil War was not perceivable for the arrangements for the
of
forces into the Rockies. Every ad- reason that both sides were under the New Mexivo in the participation Mr.
exposition.
vantage of terrain would be his. His same handicap."
Loughrey is an old newspaper man
base of supplies would he but a few
and a hustler. He secured the assent
miles away, while that of the Ameri- SPOKANE WOMAN INHERITS
Otero
Governor Mills,
of
incan army would' be subject to the
$2,000,000 ESTATE.
and Artist Carl Lotave to serve on the
accessible stretches that lead to the
Santa Fe committee and these will se"Rockies from the east, certain localiCharin
Interested
is
a- fourth man. Las Vegas and AHeiress
lect
Deeply
ties in the northern parts duly exan
Was
Work
itable
Independwill also have local comlbuquerque
that
is
well
a
fact
known
cepted. It
Her
of
Own,
Income
ent
The
mittees.
exposition takes place
the military terrain of the Rockies
1915
San
at
in
Diego, Calif., and is to
in
all
the
hands
the
places
advantage
of the Panama
the
4.
of the force holding it from the
opening
signalize
April
Washington
Spokane,
west. It would take at least a quar- Two million dollars, representing a canal. San Diego has raised a million
ter million lives and $10,000,000,000 third interest in the Los Molinos es- dollars by subscription, has bonded itto drive the intruder off. .
tate, 200 miles north of San Francisco, self for another million dollars and
"The regular army would merely be has been inherited by Mrs. J. Dickin- gets one half of the state appropriaa drop in the bucket in a struggle of son Sherwood, wife of a pioneer resi- tion to make the exposition a notethat kind and the whole of it would dent of Spokane, by the death of her worthy one. Southern California,
not be able to meet the invader in a mother, Madam Cone, in Paris, Arizona and Xew Mexico are to oc
single large engagement. The brunt France. Mrs. Sherwood is deeply in- cupy places of special prominence
of battle would fall on the militia or- terested in charitable work and it is and honor in the event.
ganizations, volunteers and draft likely .that the bulk of her fortune
School Leases Approved.
Territorial Land Commissioner R.
P. Ervien today received from the deDAYLIGHT TRAIN TO EL PASO
partment of the interior the approval
of 155 school land leases which clears
up fairly well the pending leases of
public school lands.
NEff MEXICO CENTRAL and EL PASO and SOUTHWESTERN
Trying to Save Antelope.
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable has returned from an official
RETURNING
leaving Santa Ke 8,4R a. m.
Leaving El Paso 8.00 a. m. '
Arriving lfil Paso 10,40 p. It.,
trip to Clovis and Portales. He is
9.46
Fe
Santa
tn.
p.
Arriving
much interested in preserving the
Close connections at El Paso for Los Angeles, Calif., and
few herds of antelope that remain in
that section. Two years ago a band
points in Southern New Mexico and Arizona on Southern
Pacific and El Paso & Southwestern.

QUICK TI ME TO ALL POINTS EAST

4

Henry George
Sc Cifar

workmanship to match.

sheet

1-- 2

that a nickel can V buy
your quality, try a

VI

2

FOR RENT Furnished room with
School Blanks.
bath. Gentleman.
106 Johnson St.
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
Three room tent house
Contract for School Teacher, 1 2 FOR
furniture. O. C. Watson & Co.
sheet.
Teachers' Terra Register, full sheet
FOR SALE Drop-hea- d
Contract between Directors and TeaSinger sewing machine, almost new.
Bargain
sheet.
chers,
Oaths of School Director,
sheet. $25 cash. Inquire Singer Sewing Maof chine Co.
Certificate of apportionment
2
School Funds,
sheet.
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by the
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
Teachers' Monthly Report,
sheet. Co.,
maps and prices at Charles E.
District Clerks' Annual Report,
Michael, Real Estate.

of "Tom, Dick
and Harry" brands
and you're sure

the Xew Mexican she stated that she
and her company have been impressed with the importance of singing
grand opera in a language that the
people of this country can understand
and that there seems no reason why
English should not be adapted to
grand opera singer than German.
In fact it is easier to sing in English
than German. Her manager, F. X.
Huttman, a tenor of note stated that
he thoroughly disagrees with those
singers who maintain that one does
not have to understand the words of
an aria to appreciate its beauty.
"The German theater goers have
proved the importance of knowing
what "is going on,' " he said, "and all
operas are sung in German in Berlin
today. Americans are adapted to sing
in almost any language but Italian
singers who abhor consonants find it
difficult to sing in any language other
dian their own. For this reason Caruso was allowed to sing in Italian
when he was in Berlin but all other
singers were heard in German."
Manager Huttman stated that the
program as announced will be carried
out tonight and he is confident that
his company will please Santa Fe peo-

to remain standing until a convenient
point in the program is reached when
they may be seated. This is done for
the sake of the singers on the stage
as well as those who know the importance of being undisturbed while listening to music."
Letters were received here today
from Judge McFie of this city and
who was in Raton Saturday night
where he attended the performance
given by Mme. Le Brun and her company. Judge McFie says of their work:
"It was excellent and I hope every
music lover in Santa Fe will be at
the Elks' theater Monday night to
hear these great artists."
Judge McFie has written to a number of his friends in the city urging
them to attend the performance.
Mme. Antoinette Le Brun and the
members of her company arrived here
late last night and spent today in
sightseeing. To a representative of

Search Warrant,

Whenyourera

TO MAN AGER STANTON.
RATON, N. M., APRIL 2, 1910.
E LE BRUN AND HER COMPANY OF GRAND
MME. ANTOINE.
HERE
AUDIENCE
OPERA SINGERS DELIGHTED AN A PPRECIATIVE
VOICt AND WAS
TONIGHT. MME. LE BRUN WAS IN EXCELLENT
SUPPORTED BY A COMPANY OF A RTISTS OF RARE ABILITY. AN
EXCELLENT TREAT IS IN STORE FOR SANTA FE'S MUSIC LOVERS.
W. O. SEAY, MANAGER COLOS SEUM THEATER, RATON, N. M.
TELEGRAM

The above telegram was received
by Manager Stanton and commenting
on it he said: "There is every reason
to believe that the grand opera to be
given at the Elks' theater tonight will
confiplease the audience and I anV
1
dent that Mine. Le Brun and t, Company are singers of exceptional ability. The opera will begin at 8:30 p.
m. and those who are not in their
seats by that hour will be requested

WANTS

4

sheet.

1-- 2

Mining

sheet.
Property,
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,

1-- 4

2

1-- 2

sheet

sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease.
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
AfPower of an Attorney,
fidavit and Corroborating
sheet.
Affidavit,
Notice of Right to Water,
sheet.
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of
sheet.
Notice,
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals rearing Vensheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale, in Books of 25 Blanks,
40c per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
sheet.
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 1 4
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Drive and
to
Gather,
Authority
Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Resheet.
corded Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owner'-Recordsheet.
Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand.
sheet.
Sheep Contract.
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
sheet.
Appeal Bond.
sheet.
Appeal Bond, Criminal,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
'
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
1-- 2

2

2

Non-Miner-

2

1--

Fianza para Guardar la
Contrato de Partido,
Escritura de Renuncla,

2

4

4

2

1-- 2

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a
specialty. Office in Catron Block.
Santa Fe
New Mexico

2

pliego.
pliego.
Documento Garantizado,
pliego.
Hipoteca de Bienes Muebles,
pliego.
Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
extensa
Documento
Garantizado,
forma entera, full sheet.
Certificado de Matrinionio, 10c cada
uno.
2
Formula de Enumeracion.
pliego.
Contrato entre los Directores y Prepliego.
ceptors,
Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
Documento Sin Garantia.
pliego.
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 50.
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $1.
Libros de Recibos Supervisores de
Caminos, 25c.
Libros de Recibo de Capitacion, 50
en un libro, 25c.
Noticia de Asesores de Asesamento
100 en un libro, 75c.
Libros de Eleccion de Directores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paginas, 20c, 30c
y 40c.
Applicacion por Licencia de Matri-monipliego.
Certificado de Muerte, 4 pliego.
Certificado de Nacimento, 4 pilego.
de Fallecimentos y
Registracion
(District
Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Paz, Repertorio Criminal y
sheet.
2
sheet. Civil, $4.
1-- 2

1-- 2

1-- 2

4

4

Paz,

pligeo.

Non-Miner-

2

....

4

4

W. PRICHARD
and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Court
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court,
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
G.

Attorney

1-- 2

1--

C. W. G. WARD

1-- 2

Territorial District Attorney
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, - - - New Mexico

1-- 2

1-- 2

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
Las Cruces.
New Mexico
"

--

ed

1-- 2

4

1-- 2

2

2

2

(J. P.),

1-- 2

Bond

sheet.

of

Appearance,

sheet.
Court),
Justice Quarterly Report,
Bond to Keep the Peace,
2

1-- 2

sheet.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer,
sheet.
mons,

Prices.
Each. Per Doz. Per

Sum-

sheet.
Replevin Bond,
Execution Forcible Entry and
1-- 2

De-

Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings,

sheet.
.1-- 4

Complaint,

1-- 4

4

1--

1-- 4

sheet.

Taos

100.

W. A. FLEMING

sheet, 7x8
inches.
sheet, 8
Full sheet, 14x17 inches.
1--

"For Rent"
"Board"
"For Sale"
"Lodging"

"For Rent or Sale"

"No Smoking"
"Furnished Rooms for Light

ZXtT laxative fruit Syrop
& CO.

JONES

R. W. WITTMAN

2

OHIO
S

Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

....

Draftsman

....

Copies furnished of records on file

Signs, Card Board.

sheet.
sheet.
Commitment,
sheet
Attachment Affidavit,
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
1-- 4

New Mexico

2

1-- 4

sheet.

-

WILLIAM McKEAN

Size of Blanks.

1-- 4

-

I

1-- 4

STRIPLING-BURROW-

-

$ .25
$ .10
$1.75
sheet
Bonds and Investments
.35
2.501
sheet . .. .10
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
4.00
.65
.10
full sheet .
Judicial District of New Mexico.
100 assorted blanks take the 100
Eastern and local bank references.
price.
Las Cruces
New Mexico
4

4

1-- 4

Las Cruces

1--

Com-

2

sheet.
Warrant,

Offices.

1--

4

sheet.
Replevin Writ,

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

1-- 2

sheet.
Complaint, Criminal
Forcible Entry and Detainer,

tainer,

EDWARD C. WADE

15c
10c
10c
10c
25c
10c

in the

U. S.

General's

Office.

Surveyor
each. Santa
New Mexico
Fe,
each.
each.
JOHN K. STAUFFER
each.
Notary Public
each.
Office with the New Mexican Printeach.
ing Company.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

....

fteaQ ine Pain rormuia on me dox of
Pink Pain Tablets. Theil ask V0U1.
Doctor if there is a better one. Pain
thoroughly and Clean.'means
blood pressure
sallow complexions of somewhere.congestion
Dr. Shoop.s Pink ,Paln
check head pains, womanly
pimples and blotches. Tabletspam
auywuere. iry one, ana
lmiiis,
It im ruar&ntaed
s
see! 20 for 25c. Sold

Cleanses tne system

by

Co.

Stripling-Burrow-
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
TOMORROW IS ELECTION DAY
POLLS OPEN 9 A. M TO 6 P.

Minor City Topics.

C ASH

4

No

4

GROCERY AND BAKERY

Red, White and Yellow

From Pago fwo.)

(Continued

MONDAY,

love figured in the auestioning and
Madam gave reassuring replies to
most of the queries about Cupid's
work.
One person asked. "Who put the
ice on the lien to dry?" Madam replied
that the questioner probably knew
otherwise he would not have asked
such a question.
Another query was, ''Will I pass my
examination
and
she answered.
'Yes, with hard study."

M.

List of the Polling Places in the Four
Wards Quintana Hall Substituted
and
in Ward Three.
!

j

l

APRIL 4, 1910.

315 votes.
The final count of he bal- lots was made this morning by Man
ager Stanton who announced the number of votes cast as follows:
Miss Phelps
331
Miss Belie Sweet
315
Miss McGibbon
191
Miss Gutterman
177
Miss DuVal
173
Miss Schnepple
121
Miss Grygla
123
Miss Alonzo
Miss Hancock
10G

FOR SALE A ;ood riding
driving horse and saddle. Inquire 309
East side Plaza.
Tomorrow will be the fifth of April,
Statement of First National Bank
and the day of the city election here.
in anotner column appears me state- - yrom a indications there will be
ment of the First National bank. It good weather and enough enthusiasm
speaks for itself as to the soundness and interest in the tickets to insure
m
'
and prosperity of the institution.
a large vote. The polling places will
Democratic Rally Tonight Tonight be
'
.
the1
found
Mrs. Fletcher
easily
by. consulting
!""!l01
the audince and the moving
.
at the court house the Democrats will table
m this issue and attention please
given
followed
which
canand
.
.
a
Arthur
ihold
Seligman,
rally.
....preceded
A CARD TO THE VOTERS.
is railed to thp chans-madp in Warn pictures
Mme. Manzanillo s appearance were
didate for mayor, Probate Clerk Three, Quintana hall "
subWe
the undersigned have worked
been
having
very funny and interestin;;.
George W. Armijo and others are
of- with Frank P. Sturges for many
for
as
the
a
istituted
place
polling
years
clofarl frV C!1onll(J
and testify that he has never discrim.'
of the justice of the peace,
j ROOSEVELT DINES WITH KING.
Beware of Spurious
Tickets The fice
inated for or against any one on acThe I'olls
fl'om 9
be
Pen
New Mexican is informed that spur- count oFhis race or nationality. We
ious Republican tickets have been 'clock in the morning until 6 o'clock
(Continued frosi Page One.)
know him to be the friend of our peoprinted. Any one attempting to circu-- in the evening. The polls will be held
,
nam-enee with the kin coud be arranged ple:
late these will be prosecuted to the at the places and by the persons
J. Ascension Rael, John G.
full extent of the law. Examine yourj'd as follows:
an(J the ,juration of his stay in Rome
Munizj Felipe iQrtiz,
Ward No. Luis M. Moya, Andres flxe so s t mak(1 H noscim that
tickets carefully before casting them
Geronimo Delgado, Marcos
tomorrow.
Do not let any kind of Sena and Severiano Rivera, judges, the necessary time should elapse
Rael, Pete Britton, Willie West, Peprevent the will of the peo-- and Ignacio Sena and Juan Delgado tween hls reception by the head of dro G.
Ortiz, Canuto Alarid, Gregorio
at
of
the
Fellciano
house
Sena,
clerks,
into
effect.
the Roman Catholic church
pie from being put
Rael, ' Manuel G." Gonzales.
Manhattan avenue.
W. C. T. U. Meeting The regular!
Denounces
Papal Delegate
Methodists,
Ward No. 2, Julian Vigil, Fred
meeting of the W. C. T. IT. will be
Washington, April 4. Sharply
at their room on Washington Thayer and Jesus Tapia, judges, and icising the work of the Methodist
Report of the Condition of
avenue at 3 o'clock tomorrow, Tues-- ! Henry Alarid and Alberto Garcia, church in Rome, as" "an insulting agi- day afternoon. It will be a devotional clerks, at the office of the justice of tation and offensive proselytism which THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
meeting, all the members of the union the peace precinct No. 4, on De Var- - constitutes a ireal warfare against the
of Santa Fe, ,
are requested to be present and all gas street.
Pope and Catholic religion," Monsig- at Santa Fe, In the
Territory of New Mexico
ladies interested in the ad vancement
ward No. 3, Gavino Ortiz, Jose Ma- - nor Falconio, papal delegate to the
at the close of business March 29. 1910.
of our city are cordially invited
States, today commented on i
Resources.
tojria Garcia, and Genovebo Sandoval, United
meet with us.
judges, and Matias Ortiz and Adelaido the Roosevelt incident with the Vati-- j Loitns and discounts
$495,077
secured and unsecured 1,363 36
Ortiz, clerks at the Quintana hall, can, which he ascribed to the "intol- - Overdrafts,
u.o.nuuus
secure
iu
circulation. 40,000 00
BILL FOR PUBLISHING
street, (formerly probate erabie condition created for the Holy U. S. Bonds to secure U. S. deBridge
CAMPAIGN EXPENSES,
posits
50,000 00
;See by the Methodists in Rome."
Premiums on IT. S. Bonds
9O0 00
116,966 63
l? the case of Mr. Roosevelt as Bonds, securities, etc.,
Ward No. 4, Manuel Casados, Tircio
7Z
fixMcCall Bill Reported Favorably By
furniture
Bunking
house,
as
and
well
of Mr. Fairbanks," said
d Juan D Castm jud
tures
padI,la
9,500 00
Committee and Will Be
signor Falconio, "it was not at all a Iue from National Banks (not
,and wmie galazar and Nicolag Ba
reserve
75
42,590
f00" 7 ,e"4. S,
Due from agents..
at the home of David Gon-- ; 1uestlon of religion, but of the
State banks and bankMcCall clerks,
and
April
of
the
respect
ers,
Trust
Savdignity
Apostolic
za,es Qn Palace avenue '
Companies and
bill providing for the publication
ings Banks
2,103 57
Colonel Roosevelt could have
jSee.
ofj
Due from approved reserve agents 240,236 91
to
campaign contributions and expenses
Checks.and
Protestant
other
CT11DKCft'gone
any
church
.,
cash
other
02
2,692
items......
.ve " "
ml
of other National Banks....
2.745 00
was favorably reported to the House;
in Rome, and even to the Methodists. Notes
I
BIT MCYT MAVOR
Fractional
'
after his reception by the Pope. It is and cents paper currency nickels
today by Chairman Gaines of the
188 38
Lawful money beskbvk in bank
committee on elections of the Presi- viz:
An
Ac.
Also Pred.cts That Enabling
dent and Vice President and members
situatlon should haye become
.. $84,493 45
w, Specie.....
Will Be Sinned at this Session
3,760 00
ot congress. It will be taken up by
on the occasion of the visit to Rome Legal Tender notes
$88,253 45
of the Senate.
of distinguished
;the House two weeks from today.
American citizens. Redemption fund with 17. 8.
(5
Treasurer
cent
fucirculation
per
2,000 00
Mme. Manzanillo, "reader of Mie
However, neither the Holy Father nor
FATE OF 1,300
ture" and a mind reader besides, gave the Cardinal Secretary of State are
Total
1,094,617 00
SALOONS IN BALANCE, an interesting exhibition last night at, to blame for the intolerable condition
Liabilities.
Detroit, April 4. The fate of more the Elks' theatre. About 8:30 p. m. created, for the Holy See by the Meth- Capital stock paid in
$150,000 00
Surplus fund
50,000 00
than 1,300 saloons is being decided in Madam was introuced to the pub-3- odists in Rome."
Undivided Profits, less Expenses
counties in this state today. The lie and her manager "hypnotized her"
and Taxes (aid..
36,164 88
National Bank Notes outstanding 40,000 00
campaign has been a strenuous one, and then seated in a chair she was MISS PHELPS IS WINNER
Iue to other National Banks
6,851 05
Due to State and Private Banfes
and believed the vote will be the asked to read questions that were
OF BOX FOR GRAND OPERA.
and
Bankers
51
5,462
heaviest ever polled on this issue in written on slips of paper and held by
Individual deposits subject to
check
52
540,614
Michigan.
her manager at one side of the stage. Receives 331 Votes Miss Belle Sweet Demand certificates of
2,948 7
deposit...
Time
in
of
the audience had previously . Gets 315 and Miss McGibbon
certificates
206,999 48
People
deposit
POLLING PLACE OF
Certified checks
1,862 56
Cashier's cheeks outstanding
is Third.
THIRD WARD. written the questions and placed them
6,50110
United
States
26,507 31
enveloPes and then sealed them
deposits.
It having come to my knowledge that
Deposits of U. S. disbursingoffleers 20.705 49
"Who
One
of
the
was,
Miss
questions
the justice of the peace of precinct
Phelps received the highest
Total
$1,094,617 07
No. 17 has no regular office room, will be the next mayor of Santa Fe?" number of votes in the contest recent- Territory
of New Mexico, county of Santa
anWithout
Manzanillo
Fe.
ss;
and the election having been called
hesitating
ly conducted by Manager Stanton of
I, R. j.Palen, president ofthe above named
to be held at the office of the justice swered, "Mr. Sturges," and then there the Elks theater and has been award- bank,
do solemnly swear that the above
of the peace, therefore it is hereby was deafening applause. Asked if the ed the box at the Elks' theater when statement Is true to the best of my knowand
ledge
K..J.. PALEii
ordered that the election in Ward No. enabling act will be signed at this ses- Mme. Antoinete LeBrun and her com- Correct belief
Attest: ViV'AsAs
S.
3 shall he held at the
SPITZ,
sion
of
mind
the
reader pany of grand opera singers will be
Manderfleld
Senate the
L.A.HUGHES,
house, or Quintana hall, the room for- said she thought it would.
heard in "Martha" and "II Trovatore."
J, G. 8UHUMMANN
Directors
the
of
clerk.
iSome
were
the queries
very Miss Phelps received 331 votes, Miss Subscribed
merly occupied by
probate
and sworn to before me this
JOSE D. SENA, Mayor.
funny and some were stupid. As usual Belle Sweet was a close second with 4th day of April 1910. S, O, McORIMMON,
--
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PICK

Our Outfitting
Is Smart, New and

Coats, Dimitys, Percales, Ginghams

Different

Fo High

at this writing.
Everything is fairly blooming with
the Spirit of Spring and the picking's

PRICES

so good just now!

fio

These And

"V.

Ladies' Linen Suits, Linen Skirts,
King Tailored Shirt Waists, Linen

furnishings will be better than it is

All

at.

PICK.

PICK,
Take a pick while the picking's
good! There's no time of the Spring
season when the picking from our
Ladies' Tailored Suits, Pongee silk,
Himalaya and Dubar cloth and

1

lany

NATHAN

Pay

and Chambrays.
New Spring line of long Kimonas
in cotton or silk, also a full sample
line of one piece wash dresses. All
colors.

A Splendid Assortment of Ladies'
Lingerie, Hosiery, Neckwear etc.

Other Attractions Await Your Gall
SANTA FE,

NEW MEXICO.
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